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editorial
By Emmy Abrahamson
Right, are you ready? Are you sitting
comfortably? Because we are here to tell
you why drama matters. And what a vital
subject it is to have in schools. Because
some drama teachers need all the armour
they can get to empower them to get
drama endorsed at their schools. Once you
have read this you will be convinced. And
if you are not then we will show no mercy,
fetch the comfy chair and poke you with
the soft cushion with the pointy end. Yes,
that was a Monty Python reference. Oh,
so you like Monty Python? You love them?
But did you know that all members of
Monty Python performed in various theatre
groups during their university days? Yes,
Eric Idle, John Cleese, Michael Palin et al,
all started developing their wonderful and
ground breaking humour doing theatre. No,
I know it’s hard imagining them all starting
out rehearsing in some dusty drama room
but that’s where it all began.
In this special and extra issue of Scene
far more clever people than I give concrete,
fact-based and inspiring reasons on why
drama matters. We have the head of ECIS
contributing as well as several university
professors, drama teachers, the Curriculum
Manager at the International Baccalaureate
office and three heads of schools. They
all articulate something that some heads
of schools, administrators, politicians
and parents often either forget or more
disturbingly, disagree with: that drama
is not only hugely beneficial to students
but also to schools, whole communities
and to society in general. It is not a soft,
easy subject but one that can teach us
collaboration, intuition and “a gateway to
the future” as Anthony Cunningham writes.
As our world spins faster and faster each
day companies are constantly looking for
new ways of thinking and communicating.
Something that drama teaches. And – as
Danielle Veilleux writes – “by developing
curiosity about themselves, others and the
world, drama students become effective
learners, inquirers and creative problem
solvers”. Something that employers are also
looking for. And if you are still in doubt read
Alan Hayes’ and Carl Robinson’s article
which includes the core skills sought by 21st
century employers. Yes, all skills taught in
drama.
The argument that keeps resonating
over and over again is that drama can give
one thing that no other subject can give,
namely empathy. Jonothan Neelands writes
that: “Research funded by the European
Union shows that students of theatre and
www.ista.co.uk

drama are more tolerant towards minorities
and foreigners” and Kevin Ruth writes “the
study and performance of drama provide
us with powerful insights into what it means
to be human”. The playing of roles allows
us to imagine how it is to be someone else
and thus makes it easier to emphasise with
that person. No other subject in school can
do that. And for the economists of you
out there please do read Sally Mackay’s
wonderful article which, amongst the many
benefits, highlights how the arts and drama
contribute to the economy.
Personally, I would like to present
you with another argument of why we
need drama in schools. Have you started
watching the latest Game of Thrones series
on TV yet? Or have you taken your children
to see the wonderful Matilda The Musical
in London yet? And wasn’t Mark Rylance
fantastic in Wolf Hall? It’s so fulfilling
watching a good film, TV-series, play or
musical, isn’t it? Because that is how we
spend most of our free time: needing and
seeking entertainment. Not trashy, light
entertainment but entertainment that is
interesting, has depth, intrigues us and
makes us think and feel. And the need
for good entertainment – in all sorts of
forms as the world of technology keeps
expanding – will only keep increasing. And
it all begins in the drama classroom. This
is where the future actors, playwrights,
directors, set designers, make-up artists,
costume designers, producers, theatre
technicians and the next generation of
Monty Pythons are given the seeds to
grow. “The matter taught in drama leads to
careers in the performing arts industry”, as
Sally Mackey writes. It’s all connected and
as simple as that.
Still not convinced? Then just continue
reading. And if you are still not swayed
after having read all of this issue then we
will continue to show no mercy – and put
you in the comfy chair until lunchtime. With
only a cup of coffee at eleven. I told you we
weren’t kidding. Drama matters. Now pay
attention.

Emmy

All the photos of students giving their
reasons on my drama matters to them were
taken at the Singapore MS and Beijing MS
festivals in March 2016. A massive thank
you to Liane Campbell and Elizabeth HuntLucarini for the photos!
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Why theatre matters;
touched by the
whisperings of
the stars
By Jonothan Neelands, patron of ISTA and Creative Education and
Drama and Theatre Education teacher at the University of Warwick
However big or small, rich or poor,
every school has a theatre at its heart.
A space that gathers us together as
students, teachers and parents but also
as citizens, as a living community. A space
which encourages public participation in
cultural activities that are as social, civic,
even spiritual as they are part of the formal
curriculum. These are spaces of assembly,
prayer, sporting events, celebration, debate,
invention and remembrance. They are all in
one sense or another “theatres”; places of
social communion and performance.
They are also spaces for the living
art form of theatre – the most sociable
art - to flourish as part of the life of the
school. As part of its commitment to the
role of the performing arts in a community
as well as to the development of young
people as effective, caring, thinking, socially
engaged and globally-minded individuals.
Developing the artistic skills and knowledge
of actors, directors and designers also
develops students’ capacities to be social
actors making a difference on the worlds
in which they are growing and must
influence. Giving them the confidence,
empathy and higher levels of social and
emotional intelligence to be tomorrow’s
leaders in whatever life they choose. Nicola
Mendelsohn, Vice President of Facebook
says this of her own drama education1:
“What does studying drama teach you? I
learned dedication, the value of hard work
and of approaching the task in hand with
a clear purpose and full attention. I learned
the ability to communicate with passion
and confidence and to believe in myself. All
necessary skills when working with people
Creative Education Agenda – Creative Industries Federation 2015
http://www.creativeindustriesfederation.com/assets/userfiles/files/CIF_EduAgenda_
spreads.pdf
2
Okri, B. (2011) A Time for New Dreams London; Random House
1
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and looking to inspire others to get the best
out of them - so important, whether you
decide to be an actor, a businesswoman, a
scientist or an engineer.”
Every society and every culture has
public spaces for theatre even though
the form theatre takes will be different.
Studying, experiencing and embodying
these rich differences in tradition, style
and purpose is one important way in
which students come to experience other
cultures through their characteristic forms
of expression. There is a proud insistence on
engaging with local and global performance
traditions in ISTA schools, so that the great
Western canon of historical and new works
can be placed in a larger frame.
The arts, and particularly the performing
arts, give us insights into how others express
their humanity and uniqueness. In turn
they provide us with the means to express
who we are and who we are becoming.
They are, both within schools and the
wider society, a form of “soft power” that
encourages international dialogue, respect
for differences and a common concern for
humanity. In a troubled world, the arts have
the capacity to remind us that we are all
humans struggling to share a vulnerable
world together.
What the Nigerian poet Ben Okri says
of poetry is as true of theatre and other
arts2: “Heaven knows we need poetry now
more than ever. We need the awkward truth
of poetry. In a world of contending guns,
the argument of bombs and the madness
of believing that only our side, our religion,
our politics is right – we need a voice that
speaks to the highest in us. We need the
voice that speaks to our doubts, our fears
and to all the unsuspected dimensions that
make us both human and beings touched
by the whisperings of the stars.”
Archaeological discoveries reveal that

the earliest Western theatres were created
in the Demes or neighbourhoods of 6th
and 5th century BC Athens. Like school
theatres, they were local community
spaces for performances, debates and
other gatherings of public life. They are
now understood to have been essential to
the development of the Athenian model
of democracy; theatre had a political
as well as an artistic purpose. Theatre
publicly questioned, agitated, provoked,
entertained, mocked and proposed
alternative ways of living together in
freedom and equality. Good school theatre
often continues this tradition, sometimes
celebrating, sometimes disturbing,
sometimes entertaining, sometimes edgy
and uncomfortable. But always causing us
to reflect on the world beyond the school
gates and our place in it.
Theatre in schools has many
dimensions and touches lives in different
ways. But students of theatre benefit
both from their own performances and an
informed understanding and experience
of a wide range of performance by others
as well as from the rewards of the ofteninvisible processes of rehearsal, exploration,
research and self-discovery. If theatre
in schools is part of a long democratic
tradition, then the making of theatre
in schools must also reflect and teach
democratic values and practices.
Good teachers of theatre know that
trust, respect and close attention to the
needs of their students are more effective
pedagogical tools than coercion, fear and
direct instruction. Beyond performance
the circle is the characteristic shape of a
good drama class. It provides the illusion at
least that all present are equal and equally
entitled to speak, act, be heard, share their
imaginings and sometimes their fears. The
empty space in the middle of the circle is
always full of potential for both artistic and
social inter-action.
Research3 funded by the European
Union shows that students of theatre and
drama are more tolerant towards minorities
and foreigners, more active citizens, more
empathetic and more able to change their
perspective. These are essential qualities
for our times and they are also embedded
of course in the IB values that may tend to
be marginalised in some subjects but which
are at the core of an education in theatre.
Learning in a drama class is always
embodied, physical, intensely felt. The
otherwise abstract concept of empathy

“Learning in a drama class is always
embodied, physical, intensely felt.”
– the willingness to see and experience
the world as others live it – is made real
through the active processes of researching
and becoming characters. Inhabiting
lives, situations and contexts that may be
both strange and yet familiar at a human
level. The capacity to empathise with and
for others who may be different from
ourselves, is a key democratic necessity
and theatre both in performance and in
rehearsal is the perfect opportunity for
learning and practising it. Together.
A theatre performance can never be a
solo activity. It is not like poetry, music or
visual art in this respect. Its performances
require audiences of course but also actors
working in disciplined harmony, writers,
directors, technologists etc. It is a socially
made and witnessed art. The drama
class lays the foundations for the artistic
solidarity and social sensitivity needed for
performance. It is here that a good theatre
teacher lays down the basic principles
of ensemble learning and living together.
At its best the drama class will mirror
the characteristics of the professional
ensemble, described here by the RSC actor
Geoffrey Streatfield4: “Our ever growing
trust enables us to experiment, improvise
and rework on the floor with an astonishing
freedom and confidence. This ensemble is
a secure environment without ever being
a comfort zone. All of us are continually
challenging ourselves and being inspired by
those around us to reach new levels in all
aspects of our work.”
As Nicola Mendelsohn reminded us
earlier, the personal and ensemble skills
that are developed through an education
in drama and theatre are now highly prized
both in the economy and in the wider
society. She is VP of Facebook, an iconic
digital-creative organisation in a rapidly
expanding creative age. A new age with an
insatiable appetite for young people who
are creative, innovative and enterprising
in all areas of the economy and in society.
Well-taught theatre students create, invent,
communicate well and understand how to
contribute to a team.
These are all essential assets to the

economy but also to the broader world.
In addition theatre students are also often
critical, argumentative, sometimes quirky
and have strong emotional ties to each other
and the world. Progress in global-relations,
the environment, society and the economy
requires human creativity and criticality,
empathy and invention as much as new uses
of technology that sustain the planet.
In any case we live in an age where
young creative people are beginning to
see the patterns and connections that
interlink many of the world’s problems.
As Shakespeare and dramatists from
many cultures have demonstrated, theatre
and literature help us to see and feel
these connections at personal, social,
international and epic levels. To hear
the whispering of the stars. Making new
connections between problems rather
than seeing each in isolation will be crucial;
theatre does this.
Theatre and other arts are essential to
the creative age – both by critically and
passionately “mirroring” through plays and
performances, who we are and who we are
becoming and for developing the artistic
skills and mind-sets needed to transform
the world.
Go now and sit in your school’s
“theatre”. The creative age beckons! This
is where the change begins, where there
will be theatre to see, make, experience,
create for these young people. This
“theatre” will be both artistic and social
in its purpose. It’s where young people
will learn to be creative, to enjoy dialogue
and to encourage creativity in others. It’s
what theatre/s are for! It’s an empty space
waiting to be filled.

“Theatre in schools has many dimensions
and touches lives in different ways.”
3
4

www.dramanetwork.eu/file/Policy Paper long.pdf
Geoffrey Streatfeild; actor Histories Company RSC 2006-2008
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Above: Working with pupils in ESF schools
on site, Hong Kong.
Left: Oldham workshop, performing places.
Photo by Dayna Brannick

The mattering
of drama
By Sally Mackey, Professor, Royal Central School
of Speech and Drama, University of London
In 1992, I had my first – and very short
- article published in a magazine called
2D (referring to Dance and Drama). In it, I
argued for a balance of Drama in our UK
curriculum teaching, entitling the piece
Not the Drama Quarrel. Many grounded
and ground-level drama teachers had been
finding the intense critical debates and, yes,
quarrels, around “drama as social process”
or “drama as theatre” wearisome. Not the
Drama Quarrel was an attempt to say that
most drama teachers I knew were more
than happy with where we had arrived – a
balance of text and theatre together with
socially engaged, potentially issue-based,
improvisation-led drama – and were wary
of continued arguments by those writing
books and articles in drama. In that article
of a generation ago, I suggested that,
in the wake of those testy discourses of
the 1970s and 1980s, drama had failed
to achieve its own position in the United
Kingdom’s National Curriculum, part of
the 1988 Education Reform Act.1 It was
present under English, only. Despite this,
drama in schools in the United Kingdom
thrived because head-teachers have
been given the space to embellish the
National Curriculum; the subject of drama
4 Issue 4 | 2015-16 May | SCENE

has fitted well in an educational system
with increasingly complex constituent
youngsters. It is a flexible enough subject
to satisfy the most academically able as
well as those with cognate vocational skills.
The discipline has grown and expanded
over the last decades, with drama teachers
frequently offering some of the most
exciting opportunities and experiences for
young people in schools.
In 2016 in the United Kingdom we
are engaged in a “debate” with our
government’s Department for Education
(DfE) that resonates with those memories
of 1988. The DfE seem determined to
squeeze out the arts in the curriculum
by establishing the EBacc (English
Baccalaureate) for 90% of pupils at the
age of 16. Effectively, this has a core of
seven non-arts subjects leaving space for
one more subject only – with a plethora of
contending subjects for that eighth place.
Once again, drama is in danger. The arts in
schools have already declined: a decline in
timetabled lessons, a decline in teaching
staff and a decline in take-up by pupils.2
I write this article as the consultation on
the EBacc closes (the end of January
2016) knowing that this attempt at the

deracination of the arts in schools has
galvanised a wide range of arts advocates,
university lecturers, key influential people
from the arts industry and others. It is to be
hoped that this collation has some effect.
Ironically, the main United Kingdom
audience for this magazine - the
independent sector - is not bound by
statutory education law and can continue
to offer a healthy arts provision with
no concerns for government shortsightedness. Of course, there has been
profound and demonstrable support for,
and belief in, drama and the arts as a
necessary part of any curriculum, state or
otherwise, from the independent sector up
to head-teacher level.3 NISDA (the National
Independent Schools’ Drama Association)
have been voluble in their expression of
support, for example, as I found out at their
national conference in 2013 at St Paul’s
School for Girls. There is deep, cross-sector,
concern for drama in schools.
It is an entirely appropriate time,
therefore, for those of us in the United
Kingdom to pause and consider, indeed,
“why does drama matter?”. In this piece, I
want to dwell on that mattering of drama:
why it matters and what is the impact

of the matter that is taught. I write with
the United Kingdom as my “case study”,
as I am immersed in this country’s arts
education although my points are likely to
be transnational. These eight points have
overlaps and are not comprehensive.
1. Contribution to the economy
There is something very puzzling about
the pressure to reduce arts in schools in
a society where the arts contribute so
extensively to a nation’s GDP (this is the
case in many countries and not just the
United Kingdom). Such a government
philosophy is at odds with the external
commitment to the arts expressed by the
UK’s prime minister and the chancellor of
the exchequer. The latter, George Osborne,
protected the UK’s Arts Council in the
budget cuts announced in November
2015, assuring us that cuts would be a
“false economy” saying: “[O]ne of the best
investments we can make as a nation is in
our extraordinary arts, museums, heritage,
media and sport” and recognising that £1
billion investment returned a quarter of
a trillion pounds. In a recent Arts Council
report, Richard Russell calmly reports
that “[e]very pound of public funding
going to the Arts Council’s national
portfolio organisations pays back £5 in tax
contributions from the sector as a whole”
and that turnover in the arts increased by
22% in three years, from 2011.4 Just a week
before writing this piece, David Cameron
said: “And if you believe in publicly-funded
arts and culture – as I passionately do, then
you must also believe in equality of access,
attracting all and welcoming all. …That
doesn’t mean just opening up a few times
to children from a deprived area, it means
taking all creativity and ingenuity of those
who work in the arts, and applying it to this
vital challenge.”5
And the UK government is considering
introducing a system that squeezes the
arts in schools? How is it possible that
our DfE can actively work to discourage
young people from following such an
economically successful career path for
the country – and for themselves? The
matter taught in drama leads to careers in
the performing arts industry. From courses
in acting, applied theatre and drama
education, costume construction, design,
lighting, performance arts, props, puppetry,
scenic art and construction, sound, stage
management and technical/production
management, about 230 graduates from
BA degrees at Central graduate each
year into a flourishing industry. The Cebr
report of 2015 states that the average
arts and cultural worker is paid “well over
the national average”, with a 4% rise in
employment between 2010 and 2013.6
The arts and cultural industry thrive on
trained, creative young people – and such
people earn a living. If this training doesn’t
start in school, we will have to rely solely
on those parents and caregivers with the
www.ista.co.uk

appropriate cultural capital to encourage
children to participate in the arts outside
school. Clearly, that’s unacceptable. Is
it seriously a possibility that ministers
haven’t made the connection between an
expanded arts and culture industry with the
rich and diverse arts curriculum of recent
decades?
2. Modelling a live/ly collaborative society
There is an increasing fear that
society is moving further towards digitally
inhabited lives of comparative solitude or
distance. Amongst others, Sherry Turkle
debates this in her book Alone Together7
suggesting that we are in danger of losing
our ability to communicate with each other
verbally and in the same physical space. We
are alone, albeit connected to uncountable
numbers of people digitally. She points to
the influence this has on the young, who
have grown up with mobile phones and an
ever-present expectation of instant – but
distanced – communication.
I have less patience than I used to with
some of the old adages around drama: it
builds confidence, you learn to collaborate,
you learn to express yourself, and so on.
Perhaps this is just after decades of use
and, as is the way with such repetition,
phrases lose meaning. I am interested in
different nuancing, in reimagining and reenvisioning some of these ideas, however,
when it is timely to do so, as it is now. I see
a strong reason to promote, to model and
to advocate live and lively groups of young
people who are engaged with discussion,
physical creation and exchanges of aesthetic
and philosophical ideas in a common
exploration of artistic theatre practice.
Drama is the first and most effective
subject in conjuring productive activity
in young people and this reinforcement
of collective liveness is urgent. A
school system that does not encourage
interactivity and expends the value of
such activity, is an impoverished one,
encouraging Turkle’s being alone together
instead. This cannot be tenable.
3. An accessible participation in an art
Quite possibly, this is personal opinion.
I believe that all young people should have
the opportunity to “do” the arts. This is
part of a long biography of such believing,
with the influence of people like Malcolm
Ross, Ken Robinson and many others
in the 1980s confirming all I was naively
espousing as a new drama teacher. These
people were around at exactly the right
time for compounding and embedding my
personal arts-belief system: that the arts

are a human right in a civilised society. A
UNESCO report reminds us:
Culture and the arts are essential
components of a comprehensive education
leading to the full development of the
individual. Therefore, Arts Education is
a universal human right, for all learners,
including those who are often excluded
from education, such as immigrants,
cultural minority groups, and people with
disabilities.8
There is a case to be made for drama as
the most accessible participatory art. Even
before young people aspire to the arts as
a profession, all can participate in apposite
improvisation sessions in drama studios,
classrooms or alternative offsite spaces.
It is a deeply inclusive art form as one
glance at the work of seminal companies
such as Chicken Shed demonstrate (www.
chickenshed.org.uk). Every child matters –
and every child can access drama.9 It is the
most accessible of participatory arts.
4. Practising life-views
Much has been made of “role-play” in
drama. Rather like some of those adages
mentioned above, it is staple fare for
drama teachers. I have fond memories of
remaining in role for a 90-minute GCSE
drama session (with pupils of 15-16) as a
frightened mute in the corner of a drama
studio. The group’s response to me and the
way I found a character and life-narrative
from their input remains with me, twentyfive years later. Yet “role-play” has a faded
reputation and perhaps rightly (I did puzzle
over what was learnt in that session about
a girl called Sadie). A teacher who relished
the joy of texts as well as the improvised
adopting of roles, I remain convinced in
the value of practising life-views, framing
ways of behaving and speaking about
important issues in contemporary society,
in non-threatening, well- managed, “safe”
environments. Drama does this. No other
subject has that particular meshing of
“being” that allows a holistic engagement
with the world. This is undertaken in
thematically-based improvisation sessions –
or through understanding Shakespeare.
5. The uses of language10
Mass language styles can offer freedom.
They can operate as “restricted codes”,
a term developed by the educational
sociologist Basil Bernstein,11 where to share
understand words, grammatical phrasing
and accenting can ensure a freedom from
alienation. You can become one of a “club”,
accepted into groups because you speak
the right languages. Such homogenisation

“...drama is in danger. The arts in
schools have already declined...”
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of language can reduce much that
language offers, too, of course. Whilst the
freedom from “othering” and alienation can
be bought by sharing restricted languages,
it would also be possible to argue that
feelings, emotions, communication and
knowledge becomes less progressive,
oppressed by the need to linguistically
conform.
My point here is one I alluded to above.
Repetition can lead to a lack of “new”
thinking. We should be encouraging our
youngsters away from hackneyed, welltrodden expressions where ideas become
clichés and emotions are simplified
into the limits of “controlled” language.
Drama promotes increased linguistic skills
whether this is seeking out new words
in improvisation and devising contexts
or speaking and performing some new
languages forged by brilliant playwrights.
This is not to deny the importance of
heutagogy (my own particular new
language word of the month) but the
encouragement of expanding language
and its use offers growth in civilisation:
we develop our thinking and expand our
understanding.
6. Knowledge
A comparatively new discipline,
drama, theatre and performance has
proliferated in recent decades. I undertook
an interesting - if rough - calculation a
couple of years ago. With the help of my
ex-professor at Exeter University (where I
was an undergraduate), we calculated that
there were about 200 full-time equivalent
first-year drama undergraduate students
in the United Kingdom in the mid-1970s.
Two years ago, there were a staggering
678 “drama” undergraduate courses in
our UK university guide (albeit many
“combined”) – and this didn’t include
some of the conservatoires. A very rough
calculation of first year undergraduates in
drama in the United Kingdom was about
10,000 – 12,000 students. Since the 1970s
drama has become established, then, and
the establishment of a subject at university
level denotes its position as “serious”.
Quietly but profoundly, the discipline
has grown. Deep academic roots have
been established. I’m not convinced this
picture of “Drama: the Serious Discipline”
has been noted fulsomely enough. Drama
is a subject and not just pedagogy. It
has developed into a complex, gracious
discipline. It has intrinsic value as a means
for the uncovering and understandings of
human identity, of theatrical ingenuities
and aesthetic appreciations, of political
imaginings and cultural possibilities, of an
individual’s shouldering of performance
practices, knowledge and form. It is a
subject whose prosperity is evident in the
growth of its complexity and diversity
as it experiments with mixes of practice
and theory. Drama practice (not to be
confused with pedagogical process
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here) is eclectic and includes: skills in
production management areas and
theatre-related crafts; vocal and physical
training; experimentation with form, style
or spectacle; manners of storytelling;
facilitating the thinking and workings of
communities, practical interrogation of
disappearing rites and more. It has a wealth
of theory, grown exponentially over the last
fifty years, welded together through, for
example: play analysis, their productions
and historical contexts; theories of sound
and aurality; concepts of presence, conflict
and community; politics in theatre.
Drama is profligate in its meshing of
thinking and doing. It roils with subject
matter. It comprises an evolving and
fascinating set of knowledges.
7. A showcase – and the forging of
memories
Whilst some might believe “schooled
productions” do not connect with the
teaching of drama in the curriculum, I
have never had an issue with advocating
such events and appreciating the multiple
roles they fulfil. Two of these roles seem
prominent.
First, pupil-performers commonly
remember such productions as events
held in the memory, most often with
particular pride and pleasure. Out of an
array of lessons and inputs into the minds
and bodies of young people, the extra,
the “special”, the adrenalin-invoked, the
performed, remains. Recently, I met up
with two ex-pupils – soon to be 50. Apart
from a salutary reminder of my own
age (in my defence, I was only slightly
older than them!), I was struck by how
much they remembered of their school
productions. One said: “My father still
sings Rules [one of the songs] to me.”
This was a family memory – not just her
own – that had survived for over 35 years.
I have written elsewhere about the power
of school productions and refer specifically
to the treasured, related artefacts that
remain in people’s possessions, long after
the event.12 Perhaps because they are
beyond the quotidian of school life, such
events become something that is deeply
embedded into adult memory. Is this a
good thing? Yes. Of course it is. That we
have positive, rewarding memories of being
schooled is surely highly desirable.
Second, a school itself is deemed more
worthy by parents, governors, staff, alumni
and pupils when it has a strong production
record. There is a potent intensity and
joy in the “liveness” of that moment of
shared creativity, a manifestation of young
people’s ability and engagement, aesthetic
intelligence and heightened focus. School
productions offer the opportunity for a
belief in young people and their future.
They are a unique showcase for a school.
Without doubt, school productions
are significantly improved when pupils
take drama in the curriculum. There is an

understanding of performance aesthetics,
a care for the discipline, developed skills in
sharing work and a greater status for the
production because it has its roots in the
work and matter of the “statutory” school
curriculum.
8.
Focusing attention on “matters”
This article has been predominantly
considering the mattering of drama in
schools. In this brief last section, I want to
link with a next stage – that experienced
practitioners trained beyond school in
drama can change the lives of others.
Sometimes, those who have taken drama at
school, and probably at Higher Education
level too, will go on to use it for attending
to other “life” matters. In a recent research
project funded by the Arts and Humanities
Research Council and with participant
groups in Oldham (Greater Manchester)
and the east end of London, I had the
pleasure of working with, amongst others,
two such people, two ex-students, on a
project about performing place. With youth
in London and adult migrants in Oldham,
we used a wide range of activities to shift
the participants’ thinking and operations.
As stated in the homepage of the website
that summarises this work:
“Our relationship to ‘place’ is critical in
contemporary lives. How we are placed or
how we place ourselves has changed – and
is changing - significantly. Performancerelated activities can help the way we
relate to place, through reformulating our
relationships with the places we know
and providing approaches which aid
emplacement in new or unfamiliar places.”
(Should you be interested, this website
offers a comprehensive account of this
work and notes the success of a range of
activities, www.performingplace.org.)
My two ex-students are established
and experienced practitioners in their
own right and have been working in the
field for twenty years and more, since
leaving Central. They used sophisticated
techniques and in complex circumstances
to, simply, achieve some good. Cornflakes
were dribbled along London pavements,
remote controls were waved at trains in
the hope of quietening them, tables and
chairs were placed in trees for a subverted
coffee morning and indoor markets were
danced in. The projects worked. There is
much more that could be – and has been
– said about these two projects but for the
purposes of brevity: youngsters felt less
fearful and migrants felt more at ease with
their location.
These are matters that drama can
address for explicit social benefit.
Experienced practitioners who study and
practice the arts in school, continue at
university and go on to work in the field
can focus attention on the matter of the
“real world” – and change that world: such
important and valued careers.
Drama matters, indeed.
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The drama
of being
human

By Kevin Ruth, Executive Director, ECIS
Few would know it but I used to be
a member of La Compagnie Gaillarde,
a performance troupe for medieval
French farces. Admittedly we were a
collection of academic types who had
studied medieval drama as part of our
graduate school course work and had
even published refereed articles on
medieval French drama, yet our studies
took us into the realm of performance as
we contemplated how the performative
aspect of the plays would help us to
understand daily life better. In Middle
French, nonetheless!
One of my favourites to perform, Le
Pâté et la Tarte, is a 15th century farce
with four characters, a small cast that
is typical of the genre: a pastry maker,
his wife and two “rascals”. The plot: the
pastry maker, who is leaving for the city,
says to his wife that he will send her a
messenger, whom she will recognise
thanks to a special signal and to whom
she must give an eel pâté (delicious).
The two rascals overhear this and one
of them poses as the messenger thanks
to knowing the signal, succeeds in
obtaining the pâté and eats it together
with his accomplice. Upon the pastry
maker’s return, he (the pastry maker)
believes that his wife has eaten the
pâté and he hits her (an unfortunate
yet common aspect of medieval farce
is physical violence). The second rascal
then decides that he is quite capable of
playing the same trick again, this time
for a pie but in naïve fashion he uses
the same signal that had been used
previously. The pastry maker isn’t a
fool, recognises what is happening and

begins to batter the rascal, demanding
that he produce his accomplice - which
he does - and the other rascal is then
punished, in turn.
Though we had known these plays
from a literary and even philological
angle, performing them forced our merry
troupe to consider the role of nonverbal
communication as well as certain
assumptions about behaviour, language
choice, location on stage and so on.
None of those elements were present in
the stage directions (there tend to be
very few stage directions in medieval
plays). In other words, we had to focus
much more intently on the elements of
being human and how those elements
might bring themselves to bear in an
actual performance.
The absence of stage directions
reminds me of how drama equals life
in that life doesn’t provide us with a
full set of directions rather we all are
actors who must consider interpretation,
action and consequences. Moreover with somewhat of a nod to Mark Twain
- we learn that good judgement comes
from experience whilst recognising
that experience comes (sometimes)
from bad judgment. Not only does late
medieval French farce teach us that,
so too does contemporary life. Even
a play that is some 600 years old has
much in common with the modern
world. As humans, we still learn and live
in much the same way. The study and
performance of drama provides us with
powerful insights into what it means
to be human and that is a marker of
lifelong learning that we all welcome.

“The study and performance of drama
provides us with powerful insights into
what it means to be human.”
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Drama –
keeping it
real
By John Rainer, Associate Head of the
Department, Faculty of Education,
Manchester Metropolitan University
For the past 24 years I have worked
within the education faculty of a large
university in the United Kingdom.
Until recently I co-ordinated a PGCE
(Postgraduate Certificate in Education)
programme training secondary specialist
drama teachers. In this article I intend to
spend some time reflecting on the question
of “why drama matters”. It may be timely
to do so: the effect of the present United
Kingdom government’s policies on arts
education suggest that advocates for the
subject will need to be assertive, entries for
both GCSE and A-Level examinations are
dropping and the number of drama teachers
employed in UK schools is being reduced.
Drama is - once again - under threat.
I suppose I should start with why
drama matters to me personally. I did not
study drama at school. The subject was
not offered in the school I attended and
anyway, I was obsessed with music, and
in particular learning to play the guitar.
Therefore, although I was involved in many
performances, until I later went on to study
drama at college and university, I did not do
much acting. Those that saw me perform
during my time in a TIE group and at
university will probably agree that this is a
good thing.
For me, growing up in a working class
household in the 1970s, going to the
theatre was something that “posh” people
did. Only later when it became part of
my cultural and political awakening – this
was after all, the time of 7:84, Red Ladder,
David Edgar, Trevor Griffiths and a whole
generation of politically engaged theatre
artists – did drama really “matter” to me.
I became engaged in reclaiming theatre
for those excluded from it and saw it as a
potent means to educate and politicise. I
had always wanted to teach and teaching
drama gave me a tool that I supposed –
perhaps naively – could change the world
for the better for young people growing
up, like me, with little material advantage.
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The world has changed but I am still
committed to the notion of a socially
committed pedagogy and still interested in
what used to be referred to as the “social
responsibility” of the theatre artist.
All drama teachers, when asked,
will provide anecdotal evidence of the
efficacy of the subject on their students’
confidence, motivation and self-esteem.
Assumptions about the power of the
subject to transform individual lives in
positive ways underpin much discussion
amongst drama teachers whenever and
wherever they gather. When candidates
for PGCE drama courses are asked what
motivates them to want to teach drama
they will often recount how an inspirational
teacher “made a difference” to their
educational aspiration and personal
well-being. Often, too, they will provide
an anecdote on how participating in the
subject liberated them from the constraints
of an otherwise arid and stifling school
curriculum. In his excellent book Drama
and Curriculum – A Giant at the Door, John
O’Toole underlines the potential power of
drama to transform lives when he asserts
that it is better to have no drama at all in a
school than drama badly taught. Moreover,
this ought to remind those of us involved in
supporting new entrants to the profession
of the importance of doing a decent job.
However, getting beyond the anecdotal
in finding a clear answer to the question
of why drama matters can provide us with
series of challenges. Historically, drama

“Drama is
- once again under threat.”

teachers have always had to justify their
subject in instrumental ways - in terms of
non-drama learning. When challenged,
teachers often justify their subject in terms
of its contribution to students’ employability
or confidence - or its effect on school
ethos. Whilst these effects may be real,
it is interesting that drama teachers are
forced to use these arguments in a way
that teachers of other subjects are rarely
required to do. In Why Our Schools Need the
Arts, the American educationalist Jessica
Hoffman Davis reminds us of the danger of
this kind of thinking – and, in particular, how
it forces teachers to demonstrate the worth
of their subject in terms of a faulty system
of values rather than challenging a valuesystem that excludes their subject as valid in
its own terms. She also reflects on how far
teachers agree that the language of each of
the arts is unique and cannot be translated,
“…we cannot say exactly what we dance;
we cannot sing what we can draw...”, whilst
rushing to “…make art experience ‘valuable’
by encouraging students to talk or write
about what they dance or draw…” – or enact.
Having said that, I have long argued
that the contextual learning that comes
about when students research and devise
a play about a moment in history or
improvise within a theme-based process
drama, is a valuable element of their
experience of the subject. In our book
Drama at the Heart of the Secondary
Curriculum, Martin Lewis and I write about
the “authenticity” of learning in drama.
Writers on “authentic learning” have
identified a number of key elements:
•	Learning is centred on authentic tasks
that are of interest to the learners
•	Students are engaged in exploration
and inquiry.
•	Learning is interdisciplinary.
•	Learning is closely connected to
the world beyond the walls of the
classroom.
•	Students become engaged in complex

“Drama matters because it helps us to
recognise who we are...”
tasks and higher-order thinking
skills such as analysing, synthesising,
designing, manipulating and evaluating
information.
•	Students produce a product that can
be shared with an audience outside the
classroom.
•	Learning is student driven with
teachers, parents and outside experts
all assisting/coaching in the learning
process.
•	Learners employ scaffolding techniques.
•	Students have opportunities for social
discourse.
•	Ample resources are available.
Although there is clearly a paradox at
play here – that an approach to teaching
and learning based around creating
imaginary and fictional worlds can produce
authentic learning experiences - it is
interesting to reflect on how far these
conditions are routinely met in school
drama lessons. It is interesting that writers
such as Schell, discussing authenticity in
learning, emphasise the affective aspects
of the learning encounter: “The more
authentic it feels to the learner, the better
the results and the associated transfer of
learning are likely to be”.
Besides the paradox that “fictional”
learning in drama can be experienced as
“authentic” by learners, it is drama’s ability
to connect affectively that make it such
a powerful - and in my view, essential element of every student’s educational and
cultural experience. In my own work with
trainee teachers, I constantly encourage
them to plan work for their classes that
will engage their students physically,
intellectually and emotionally: to give them
the tools to create work which makes
their students think and feel things. This
may seem obvious, even self-evident, but
the distorting effect of “accountability”
and high-stakes testing in schools often
means that the drama taught in schools
remains at technical level – because this
kind of learning is easiest to assess and
chart in terms of outcomes and “impact”.
Students in such classrooms are often to
be seen evaluating their work and the work
of their peers against a checklist of “skills”
and “techniques” with little regard to the
meaning, emotional impact or intellectual
engagement of the application of those
target skills in the drama they produce.
Probably because most of the learners
I encountered as a schoolteacher did
not go to the theatre as part of their
everyday cultural experience, I have come
www.ista.co.uk

to understand the crucial importance of
trying to engage young people emotionally
in aesthetic experiences in the classroom.
I encourage my PGCE students to see
each classroom encounter as a potentially
rich engagement with the art form so
that – regardless of their own personal
experience of theatre going – the young
people they work with may come to
recognise something of its power. Teachers
sometimes take it for granted that the
young people they teach share their
enthusiasms - and experiences - and it
seems strange to attempt to teach young
people to create powerful theatre for an
audience if they have never experienced
that power first-hand themselves.
Probably the most crucial aspect of
this emotional engagement derives directly
from the primary act of all drama - the
playing of roles. In enacting imaginary
events and taking roles young people are
connecting emotionally with others in
profound ways: “At the heart of all drama
and theatre is the opportunity for roletaking – to imagine oneself as the other – to
try and find oneself in the other, and in so
doing recognise the other in oneself. This is
the crucial and irreducible bridge between
all forms of drama and theatre work.”
(Neelands, J (2010): 11/09 - The Space
in Our Hearts, in: Creating Democratic
Citizenship Through Drama Education: The
Writings of Jonothan Neelands p.122)
Jonothan Neelands suggests that the
development of emotional engagement
with others and the striving to understand
how others think and feel – empathy – may
be of crucial importance in a world where
ideologies based on the reification of
particular groups of people are attempting
to return us to barbarism. As Neelands
suggests, it is difficult to imagine people
truly able to empathise with others
committing acts of terror.
In reflecting on the question of why
drama matters I have had to reconsider
my own motivations and values, and how
far more pragmatic concerns – that it
makes young people more flexible, more
employable, more sociable – should be
part of the debate. For me, whilst these
kinds of arguments clearly have currency
- in persuading parents of the value of the
subject – for instance, my instinct is again
to emphasise drama’s cultural and social
function. Drama matters because it helps
us to recognise who we are – as individuals
and as part of wider society – and what
makes us tick.
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Dear teachers
By Emma Bramley, Lecturer at Liverpool Institute of
Performing Arts, and Matt Wardle
Dear teachers
As educators isn’t it our wish that the
young people we work with will leave
the classroom having been encouraged
and enabled to become the curious,
responsible, compassionate and truthful
adults that we would wish for them to be?
Don’t we want them all to ask questions,
be curious and interrogate the world?
Questions that explore human nature so
that they can both understand the world
around them as well as understand what
needs to change?
Drama exists in a unique and profound
place. A place which demands that we
come to know ourselves and discover what
it means to be human:
Drama is an intervention in nothingness.
It seeks to restore the human
To a place that demands forgetfulness
That insists on closed and mindless
eyes
That can only have the number and the
category
And the underlined word.
Our work needs clarity, patience, an
open hand, warm arms
The bright.
The question is always
To Be.
In Drama, in art
I am.
John Doona, August 2013
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Our purpose here is not to diminish
the importance of other subjects but
to propose that the current political
suggestion that drama and other arts
subjects are “soft” (whatever this means) is
perhaps the most troubling development
in educational policy we have seen in our
time. Drama is “doing” and compels us to
see the world differently, through a process
of “living through” and immersing ourselves
in other worlds, other experiences, other
ideas. Drama offers us the opportunity to
engage in learning physically, intellectually
and emotionally because if “I do... I
understand” (Confucius).
The pressures placed upon educators
today are almost unbearable. Progress
mapped and monitored against
attainment levels, differentiated lesson
planning, marking, meetings, CPD, raising
self-esteem, finding coats, sorting out
arguments. The list is almost endless. But
for the sake of all those who seek “to be”
we the community of drama practitioners
make a plea to those working in school
communities, to strive to recognise the true
value of drama in your classrooms, to keep
using and pushing yourselves to engage
in a pedagogy which may feel alien to that
which you are pressured to apply. Strive to
ensure that this form of learning, exploring
and challenging the world is used to bring
the classroom alive, to connect children

with the curriculum, each other, their own
being and humanity.
Drama matters. Let us explain why.
“In drama... I am” - it connects children
with the world
There is currently a need for us to build
and strengthen communities. We need to
ensure our children and young people are
connected meaningfully to those who live
alongside them; from the schools our young
people attend, to the neighbourhoods in
which they live, local, national and ultimately
global communities as places to connect
with other people and to find ways of
coexisting are urgently required. It is not
possible to create REAL communities
without understanding: knowing ourselves,
so that therefore we know others.
Drama is a unique way of learning
and thinking because it is held within the
realms of the imagination. Davis (2014)
describes the potential of drama as the
learner being “in two contexts at the same
time”. If these are the modes of “reason”
(“What is happening here? Why is this
happening?”) and “emotion” (“I feel the
pain with which the decision must have
been made”), and we are working in these
modes simultaneously then imagination is
perhaps the clearest and most profound
mode of learning that exists. In it we can
think critically of others and ultimately of
ourselves. We can get to know our own

humanity and it is then that we can build
our community on firm foundations of
respect and understanding.
Syria. Paris. Boats. Borders. There can
be no more urgent reason for knowing
ourselves and for understanding others. Real
understanding is felt and drama, uniquely,
offers us this opportunity. In the imagination
anything is possible, hope exists.
Drama is an intervention into nothingness
- both the measurable and unmeasurable
The world is changing around us and
difficult conversations are being had in
all schools across the country and of
course this is the right place for these
conversations to take place. Drama
enriches the space to learn, discover, be
curious, allowing children the opportunities
to understand who they are in relation to
this world. We know you’re busy. We know
the demands that are placed on you but we
believe, we know, that drama can enhance
what you are doing. It can explore the
curriculum but it can do so much more.
The London Bubble Theatre Company’s
Speech Bubbles offers groups of ten pupils
(referred on the basis of communication
and language need) weekly drama sessions
that have meaningful stories at their heart.
Importantly, these are the children’s stories,
told to the drama practitioner at the end of
each session before being read (verbatim)
and acted out by the group the following
week.
I read her words: “The sun shined”. I
ask the group: “How can we show the sun
shining?”. One child stands straight up. In
this moment he is certain, confident. He
steps forward and raises his hands to his
temple. He flashes his fingers whilst turning
in a circle and clearly, proudly states “sun”.
In that moment we all understand. This is
our “sun”.
As human beings we are made from
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stories. It is how we understand ourselves,
bond with others, form relationships.
The language of stories is a profoundly
important one. Beneath the physical words
there is a powerful semiotic system that
requires the “reading of” and, importantly,
the creation of the symbolic. This is the
absolute foundation of drama, from its very
earliest known origin as religious ritual.
Language and cognition are inextricably
linked (excuse our laymen’s terminology
here) as critical human faculties. We
communicate in many different ways and
drama offers all of those a chance to share,
connect and communicate. It builds the
cognitive development of language skills
because it draws on what is inherent to all:
story and narrative.
“[Drama] seeks to restore the human” - it
is meaningful
They are stood on the “doorway” of
their terraced homes both in the imaginary
time of 1914 and in the now time of their
own lives. The bits of paper they have
drawn upon signify more than a household
furniture. Through the slow process of the
drama it has become their chair, their home.
War has been declared. This is the day, the
hour, the minute where the men will leave.
You know these men. They are from your
community but they are also from your
family. It is time for them to leave and time
for you to say goodbye. You understand
the dangers that they face and that they
may not return and if they do may not be
the same men as they are today. So now
you must decide what you are going to
do. Will you come to the doorstep of your
house to wave them goodbye or will you
wait inside as they leave? The choice is
given. Do you move to the doorstep of
your home or stay where you are? Silence.
Stillness.
Drama offers children the opportunity to

engage in learning physically, intellectually
and emotionally
When we talk about learning in
drama we are talking about making deep,
purposeful and meaningful connections
with content, material, facts, data. It is
about education rather than schooling.
During this drama session the children
learnt the “facts” about a single street
in Manchester, Chapel Street. We have
no doubt that “measurable progress” is
made but drama does this in a way that
reaches right into the depths of their very
being, right into the core of what makes
them human and pulls this right out into
the forefront so that every one of those
“facts”, information etc become alive, real,
meaningful, purposeful, human. It demands
they use reasoning and yet gives equal
weight, equal time and consideration to
the feelings. The drama work considers
the child as a whole who is able to
make difficult, complex decisions about
themselves and the world around them.
The question is always
To Be.
Why drama? What choice do you
have? To not use it means you are teaching
disconnected, fragments of human beings.
Taking them apart and creating silos of
thought rather than embracing the whole,
the self and placing the imagination, reason
and feeling at the heart of what you are
doing. It creates communities through
difficult explorations where the dominant
ideology is challenged and by doing so
new ideas are born, we see all of the
possibilities. Of course this is dangerous.
It means they will question you, challenge
you, make demands that show your own
humanity and even perhaps be vulnerable
alongside them. It’s not easy. It’s damn
hard. It should be after all drama is about
what it means “to be” and none of us
has the answer. But in the communities,
the “brotherhoods”, the universal world
that drama offers we see that something
else is possible. It gives us hope. Drama
is rebellion, anarchy, chaos, restoration,
healing and hope. The school classroom is
just the place for this to happen and you
are the best people to make it happen.
Clarity, patience, an open hand, warm
arms.
Thank you.
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Empathy, intuition
and a gateway to
the future
By Anthony Cunningham, Head of Drama, American
School of The Hague
Remember that time, that one time when
something… happened? And it changed you.
You realised you had been wrong. Your brain
went electric with an unintended empathy.
Stillness gripped you. But… but… you try to
say. No, this can’t be. As we say in theatre:
you walked in the shoes of another. And you
will never be the same.
This is what we try to do in theatre
classes. Here’s the improvisation, here’s
the script, here’s the experience. Be the
other. Play the other. Don’t worry, you
won’t become the other (yet), you’ll be
safe. How many careers require simulations
before actualisation? Pilots… astronauts…
corporate business… doctors… there’s
a great deal of roleplaying beyond the
theatre class. Real-life preparation.
Read Anne Bogart’s essays about mirror
neurons and how science is validating that
watching theatre is making us understand
others in ways we can measure.
Read Creative Confidence by the Kelley
brothers, the founders of IDEO and Stanford
d. school, and learn how modern companies
are finding success with many techniques
employed in theatre classes for years.
Read ideas on inner relaxation from
one of the most impacting influences on
theatre and filmmaking, Russia’s Konstantin
Stanislavski, and see how he was onto
mindfulness over a hundred years ago.
The modern world is yearning to find
inner peace in bombastic technological
circumstances. Theatre can teach this.
True story: It’s Christmas. I have
decided to delight my family by sharing
the original version of the musical Into The
Woods starring Bernadette Peters. My
brother: lovable, wonderful, police officer,
tough on the outside… is… aghast. Men
jumping around in tights, people singing
instead of talking, Rapunzel belting in high
octaves. He’s horrified. We make it through
Act One. Instead of feeling offended we
talk. He asks me how I could like this. I
explain why the characters are metaphors
and that story is about death and betrayal
and spirituality. I tell him about the original
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fairy tales. I explain why the wolf and Little
Red are subtle sex education. “Nice, is
different than good.”
I wake up in the middle of the night and
it’s maybe 4:00am. I find him on the couch.
He couldn’t sleep. Act Two is ending. Tears
in his eyes. He doesn’t want me to see. All
he can get out is: “It… it was good”. I loved
him for that and I loved that we would see
shows, together, in the future.
Fast forward: It’s late spring. Hot day.
Sunshine. Baseball finals happening at our
school with several visiting teams. I wander
across the fields to observe, thinking: “I
am happy to see our students but am
sure I will be bored”. I sit with one of our
P.E. teachers, Jen. Like the rest of our P.E.
department, she sees the big picture when
it comes to students. She makes an effort
to bring her students to see our curricular
shows. Now it’s my turn and as I observe
the baseball players I am amazed at their
poise, confidence, speed and physicality.
Months later I have the same experience
at a school basketball game as I sit beside
one of the parents from school (who is
explaining what is going on) and I swear
some of these players know how to stop
time. They leap, seem to freeze mid-air
like a Beijing opera star and do a 360 turn
before my eyes. Our school athletes are
reaching plateaus I want my student actors
to encompass. Over the years theatre and
athletics have shared many students in
common. We need to do it more. Theatre
has always been about the body, a healthy
physical state of expressiveness. I’d love to
co-teach a P.E. and theatre class one day.
Flashback: A previous time, a previous
school. I can’t explain it. It’s driving me
crazy. My intuition won’t let go. I ask:
“Before you all go, I want you to write down
what’s on your mind on a slip of paper.
Then throw it in the bin as you exit.” They
do. I go through the trash looking for the
one he might have written. I find it. It says:
“I don’t want to live”. The next day the
guidance counsellor tells me: “We caught
him just in time”.

Intuition. I cheated and it wasn’t right.
But he lived and so maybe it was. I know
it’s not a benchmark that fits neatly onto
any report card or is easily showcased in
any curriculum. I do know it’s happening
in theatre classes - we work often with the
hunch, with spatial awareness, with the truth
that no performance is ever the same so be
open to what is about to happen. Intuition
has a profound place in theatre education.
Another flashback: The school I
am working at is based on a religious
education. It is anti-abortion in its
teachings. My female students agree that
it is wrong and emote how terrible and
awful any woman who would not keep
her child deserves to be punished. I don’t
share an opinion but do ask us to create a
role playing situation where half the actors
will be entering an abortion clinic and the
other half are protestors who approach
them with their words and beliefs. When it’s
over both sides share the same: “That was
painful. It was terrible.” End of lesson.
I know, we theatre makers, we theatre
educators, we are dangerous. Why did
the Nazis create a camp at Terezin and tap
into the skills of artists to perpetuate their
own propaganda? Why did Stalin‘s regime
go to such lengths to create censorship
yet there are tales of the elite harbouring
artists for their own entertainment? Why
are the opening and closing ceremony of
any Olympics scrutinised for their visual
and artistic merit?
Present tense: This past week we had
various members of our school community
in for a career day where speakers shared
insights. I happened to be assigned to a
highly successful lawyer who oversees a
hundred other lawyers in a multi-national
company. At one point he says: “Take
theatre, study languages, be unique”. He
expands upon the value of theatre classes
and how his own exploration of theatre
(and rugby!) were ingredients for success.
I know that for some parents when their
child shares they want a career in theatre
we fall into the clichés (or not?) of waiting
tables and unhappy lives. I have had two
encouraging experiences of late. First, a
visit to the Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama in London. Their success rate
for their graduates is impressive. They
share that you need to be open and that
you might not land the exact job that you
envision but that your skills can take you
far in the modern world. This is echoed
by Mr. Davenport, the producer of the
highly acclaimed Deaf West’s production
of Spring Awakening on Broadway. During
ISTA TaPS in October 2015 he shared
with students that if they are really, truly
passionate about theatre they will find
employment. It might not be in the exact
position you want but you will find a career.
He shared how he spent a great deal of
time working in costumes when what he
really wanted was to be on stage. Through
www.ista.co.uk

producing, he has realised his dream by
keeping in touch with theatre and bringing
important shows to the masses.
Personal truth: Once upon a time I
began studying sociology at university. It
sounded important. I thought it was right.
I was very unhappy. I took a theatre class
and my world changed. My self-esteem,
which had always been low, was suddenly
growing. Then I took another theatre class
where we worked with young people at
inner-city schools. I was sure they would
make mincemeat out of us. They didn’t.
They laughed, they learned and they
enjoyed. I had found my career. I never
wanted to be away from theatre and
education. I had found more than a job, I
had found a vocation, a way of life. I can’t
tell you how many students I have seen
grow in their self-esteem and self-worth
through theatre classes.
I realised when I began writing this
article that the best evidence that I can
share is by reaching out to some of my
former students and asking them: “Why
did theatre matter to you and how does it
influence who you are in the present?”.
Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Nikola Milinkovic:
Drama in
high school
meant both a
curricular and an
extracurricular
Nikola Milinkovic
activity to me.
presenting to a sector of
I was always
the US government.
interested in it,
since a young age I had been attending
theatre workshops and activities. I would
say that drama at the American School of
The Hague opened the door to my theatre
career. I embraced and loved my teachers,
fellow playmates and all the moments we
shared together. In college, I made it one of
my double majors as it was a very special
part of my life, the other being Psychology.
Today I use many of its concepts in my
daily work with professional tennis players.
I am the Director of Sport Psychology at
Intensity Tennis Academy, a junior training
centre in the Northeast of the United States,
close to New York City. Some of the drama
concepts I use on a daily basis are body
language and posture (the way we walk
and carry our shoulders and chest) and
appearance on court (pace of movement,
relaxation, breathing). Stage presence in
general, the nonverbal games people play
between points in tennis is critical.
In addition, I used to do human
resources work for the United Nations. I
am starting a side consulting business,
teaching drama skills, mental skills
and mindfulness for corporations and

businesses called Performance Psychology.
We are always on a stage whether it is an
athletic field, Broadway or an office, so
these skills overlap in many similar ways.
Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Jos Dirkx: Being
part of the drama
programme
during my high
school years and
beyond has been a
Jos Dirkx at a conference
fantastic learning
in South Africa, singing
experience that
Lean on Me with
has allowed me
Botswana artist Zeus.
to continue to
develop - both professionally and personally.
I work in marketing and
communications. I am also the founder of
Girls and Football in South Africa which
creates a safe space for growth and skills. I
was a theatre major at university.
Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Carmen Amador
Barreiro: Drama
has impacted my
present life not only
by making public
speaking enjoyable
and easy but also by
understanding and Carmen Amador
Barreiro who performs
helping people on a
with TranscenDance@
deeper level, creating
UCL.
an increased interest
in observing my surroundings, faces and
body language, and it has allowed me to
create fun stories for friends and family.
Although this list is not exhaustive, drama
has been extremely valuable when studying
psychology which is what I am currently
doing at University College London.
Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Matilda Hansson:
The most
important thing
drama classes gave
me was knowledge:
knowledge of style,
Matilda Hansson, actress
practitioners and
plays. And as an actor today I place great
value in everything I’ve learnt.
I’m currently finishing my 4th year at
drama school in London. I was just signed
by an agent and I’m currently starring in a
play called Homefront.
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Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Paul Tait: In high
school acting
onstage helped
me build the
confidence and
vocal control
Paul Tait hosting a poetry
to overcome a
stammer that I had slam at Cambridge
University.
struggled with my
whole life.
I am in my final year of English
Literature at the University of Cambridge
where I’ve taken part in six theatre
productions. I am currently applying for
jobs in the civil service.

Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Gulce Onganer:
Life is a daily
theatrical
production. There
are many roles
distributed to
Gulce Onganer, future
everyone, from
architect at work.
stage manager
to director, from producer to costume
designer – it is an ongoing process with the
ultimate goal of creating a never beforeseen production.
I am studying to become an architect
with the ultimate goal to challenge the way
people experience the built environment.

Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Matt Vreugde:
Theatre started
as an enjoyable
extracurricular
activity but soon
played a pivotal
Matt Vreugde doing what role in giving me
medical students do.
the confidence to
tackle public speaking, interviews and is
even helping me in my study to become a
doctor.
I use what I learned on stage every
day when talking to patients: it helps me
to inspire confidence, maintain sensitivity
in difficult situations and develop a
relationship with those seeking medical
help. If life is a stage then theatre gives you
the skills to succeed in it.
I am a 3rd year postgraduate medical
student at Warwick University.

Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Matt Taylor:
Theatre in high
school taught
me about the
coordination
and cooperation
Matt Taylor at his
required to achieve
graduation, University of
a shared artistic
Southern California.
vision. Everyone
had to master their individual role for
the show to come together. As someone
working in video, this becomes even more
pertinent to the success of a project. Making
sure everyone understands the vision for the
final product and will execute their roles to
their highest standards is integral.
Throughout high school I worked
with lighting in the theatre department
at ASH which taught me a lot about the
art of lighting subjects. I now work as a
video editor and motion graphic artist,
and lighting is one of the most important
factors in producing a video that meets the
industry’s high standards aesthetically.

Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Omri Rose: I am
writing to you from
my hotel room in
Budapest, having
returned from my
trailer on set after
Omri Rose, actor
a costume fitting.
It’s all quite exciting! :) So for me, drama
in high school was just as important as a
physics class in high school is to a future
physicist. More than that though, it was
also a place where I found the means to
explore the expressions of who I was as
well as giving me the ability to see who I
could be.
I now work as an actor in film, TV and
voice-overs.
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Why did theatre matter to you and how
does it influence
who you are in the
present?
Andrew Fraser:
Drama played a
major part in my
high school career
both curricular
through HL IB
Theatre and extracurricular through
Andrew Fraser
the high school
performing in Into the
plays, musicals
Woods.
and duet acting
competitions. Drama was a way for me to
get involved and be creative in my spare
time as well as meet some of my closest

friends. It also taught me some valuable
skills that I use today in my work such as
public speaking as well as having a stage
presence in front of an audience.
I am a process engineer with a global
engineering consulting firm in Calgary,
Canada, though I still do community theatre
and choral singing in my free time.
Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Jordan Leek:
In high school
theatre was the
place where I
could combine all
of my knowledge
Jordan Leek (on the
to come up with
front right) with one of
(and test) my
many technical theatre
craziest ideas like
ensembles.
when I constructed
a chandelier strong enough for someone to
swing on across the stage.
Currently, I am a student at the College
of William and Mary, double majoring in
Physics and Theatre and working as a
theatre electrician during my free time.
Why did theatre
matter to you
and how does it
influence who you
are in the present?
Audrey Scardina:
The skills I gained
doing theatre
for many years
have aided me
in a multitude
Audrey Scardina at the
of ways: theatre
archaeological site of
taught me how
Tlos in Lycia (Lykia) on a
to communicate
research trip.
in teams more
effectively as well as
how to work with diverse audiences which is
one of the reasons my career interest lies in
public engagement with heritage.
After doing IB HL Theatre and majoring
in theatre in undergrad, I decided to switch
to studying archaeology at a postgraduate
level where I am currently a PhD candidate.

“As we say in
theatre: you walked
in the shoes of
another.”

Putting the arts
and theatre at the
centre of education
By Michael Anderson, Professor, Faculty of Education and
Social Work, The University of Sydney
If we want our children to do better
academically and socially, studying the
arts could be the key to success. Theatre
is one way that young people can engage
with creative skills such as collaboration,
resilience and problem solving. By
ignoring the skills offered by participation
in the theatre and the arts we could be
jeopardising young people’s opportunities
to achieve and to be creative participants
in the 21st century.
What we know about arts in schools
Research undertaken by my colleagues
and I at the University of Sydney and
published in the Journal of Educational
Psychology involved primary and high
school students from 15 Australian schools.
It examined their academic and
personal wellbeing outcomes over two
years. The research found that students
who actively engaged with the arts in
schools - as makers and doers of the arts were more likely to do better in academic
and social spheres than those who
passively consumed the arts or those who
had little or no connection with the arts.
This research is backed by a growing body
of evidence that active participation in the
arts in general and theatre in particular has
strong benefits for young people (Ewing,
2011). This research has implications not
only for schools and schooling in Australia
but what the future of schooling could and
perhaps should be internationally.
The arts, creativity and theatre
Drama and theatre are sites where skills
essential to creativity are strongly evident.

Collaboration and co-creation make the
processes of creativity real for students
engaging with a creative “problem” such
as a script. As Sue Davis (2010, p. 44)
argues: “The collaborative experience is
important to [students in drama] and
whilst many learning areas use ‘group work’
processes, the collaborative processes
required to realise a dramatic work are
generally essential rather than optional.
These features of creative practice in drama
therefore seem to fit well with systems
models of creativity which call attention to
the development of domain knowledge and
skills, interactions with others and the field
through direct and indirect interactions.”
These values, skills and understandings
inherent in drama and many of the other
arts are enabled through the focus on
the concept of students as problem
solvers; nurturing curiosity, developing
skills for inquiry and research across
learning stages and programmes through
arts based activities. In the arts, learning
programmes that engage students as
makers rather than just being audiences
have powerful potential for learning. This
kind of learning encourages young people
to create visions of the world that rely on
empathy and the development of global
citizenship. Additionally, the arts provide
a way for each young person to engage
with their own cultural context and create
theatre within that context to explain their
perspectives on their world to diverse
audiences.
Why teach the theatre or any of the arts?

“Young people can and do learn to be
creative in theatres and rehearsal rooms
through collaborative interactions...”
www.ista.co.uk

Although it is obvious that creativity
can reside in any field, the theatre in
particular and the arts in general teach
creativity explicitly. The process of
devising and staging a play, creating a
soundscape or developing and delivering
a characterisation are the processes of
creativity. Young people can and do learn
to be creative in theatres and rehearsal
rooms through collaborative interactions
with their peers. This is the core business
of theatre. More than processes though,
the arts provide new ways of thinking
and communicating. These approaches to
thinking can provoke creativity, imagination
and possibility. Learning in the theatre
makes this available to young people
by allowing them access to the tools of
creation. These tools are central to the arts
– but are also vital in a rapidly changing
world that will require citizens not just
to be consumers of “their” world but to
be able to actively change the world.
We all need these tools to find creative,
collaborative and imaginative solutions to
some of our most pressing problems such
as mass migration, global warming, food
security and overpopulation.
When young people engaged in arts
learning and in arts making - devise theatre,
sculpt, make films or choreograph dance
in schools and other places - they use the
“languages” of the arts, such as musical
notations, gestures and images, to make
something new. In this process, they have
the opportunity to rehearse and rewrite
the world – or at least their part of the
world – in their own way. These creative
processes lie at the heart of innovation
and re-invention, skills that are likely to be
essential for 21st century citizens.
When the demands of a crowded
curriculum bear down on the time and
resources of schools, we often see a
tendency to cut back on arts education. But
our research demonstrates that cutting arts
could be compromising students’ academic
potential and deny them a chance to
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achieve in other areas of their lives.
Understanding a bigger world
There is another, more compelling
reason to make the arts a central aspect of
schooling. The plays, songs, dances, films
and paintings young people make when
they participate in the arts show them that
they are so much more than a test score.
They show students that they and those
around them have the capacity for beauty,
for pathos, for pain and allow them to see
human experience through the eyes of
other people in a play or through a film. Arts
learning builds and supports interpersonal
and intrapersonal understanding that will
also be essential to the navigation of an
increasingly complex and difficult world.
As Dai Smith (2013), Chair of Arts Council
Wales says: “Can we imagine a world that
has been, and still is, without its expression:
In poetry? In song? In image? In sound? In
space? In motion? In speech? In story? In
stories? In film? In language itself? In this
sense art is not about ensuring other ways
or means of living, it is life itself. It is the
gift of a national past to its future society.
Nothing is more vital.”
The hope of arts for young people is
not that we will create a new generation of
stars like Judi Dench, Leonardo Di Caprio
or Cate Blanchett although great arts
education also does that. The hope of those
teaching the arts is that we will be able give
young people access to an understanding
of what humankind is capable of and
expand their horizons beyond their town,
their social group or their nation.
The question is: do we, as an international
community, have the imagination to move
the arts to the centre of learning alongside
other major subject areas? We can fulfil this
potential if we prioritise arts and creativity
learning rather than considering it an option.
If we do grasp this opportunity our schools
could be more creative, more imaginative
places to learn and grow and they might
prepare our young people for the challenges
the future presents.
As our research demonstrates, embracing
the arts will also have the effect of providing
enhanced academic outcomes and make our
young people better able to cope socially.
Theatre with its collaborative, embodied
practice is an ideal pedagogy for 21st century
creative learning. We must argue more
forcefully than ever, backed by evidence
such as the arts, motivation and engagement
research discussed here that theatre is critical
for our young people to understand, interpret
and re-create their world.
The Arts, Motivation, Engagement
and Academic Achievement Research
team included Professor Andrew Martin,
Associate Professor Michael Anderson,
Dr Robyn Gibson, Dr David Sudmalis, Dr
Josephine Fleming, Dr Caitlin Munday and
Dr Marianne Mansour and was funded by
The Australia Council for the Arts and The
Australian Research Council.
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My silly hat
By Tom Kline, Director, Western
International School of Shanghai
I’ve always been a bit different. I don’t
mean “Tom’s on the roof of McDonald’s
with a rifle” different. I just mean a bit
unusual. I always felt I was a few loaves
short of a bread van, a few cans short of
a six pack. A donut without the hole. It
was theatre that changed things for me.
It didn’t make me the same as everyone

else; it showed me being different was
OK. Being different was fun, it was a
talent; it was something to be shared, to
revel in. Theatre also had lots of other
strange people to meet and marvel at.
I admit I was hooked from an early age.
Theatre is more than putting on a silly
hat and trusting luck, it is an ability to

“Theatre is more than putting on a
silly hat and trusting luck, it is an
ability to change who you are.”

change who you are. You may feel like the
only gay Eskimo in your tribe but I promise
you that you are not alone. When you can
make an audience laugh or cry or scream
or sing, when you can be anyone, anywhere,
anytime - theatre takes its rightful place alongside love - as evidence of real magic
in this world.
When I was 14, I was caught eating
beef crisps at school and was punished by
forced theatre. Like slavery and shoving
young boys up chimneys, forced theatre
has now been abolished. Beef crisps were
not prohibited at school in the olden days
but my eating them was - due to my large
size and lack of manoeuvrability. When told
by teachers that I could no longer partake
of beef crisps, I put up a sterling defence
of a boy’s right to thinly cut potatoes with
substantial meat flavouring but was beaten
about the head until I swore never again
to touch the beef. I understand now that
my teachers were trying to help, trying to
help me fit better into school life, fit better
into society, fit better into my family’s car
but I felt violated. Abused. Bereft. I told my
mother and father about my ignominious
treatment at the hands of the school
system. Beef! I need the beef! I got to have
it! I howled my righteous protest to the
stars and demanded my parents unleash
their wrath and fury on those who from
my chubby fingers had my beef untimely
ripped. My mother and father beat me
about the head and banned beef crisps
from the house. My parents were very
traditional. They ate ready salted crisps.
Forced theatre was my perdition and
its form was to be The School Play. Horror!
How could they be so low born and cruel
as to put me up there for all eyes to see
and mock? That I was a sensitive boy of
generous proportion and on stage for all
and sundry to gawk at was limitless agony.
“Kill me now,” I told those horrid teachers,
“put the knife in, below the breast!” They
did not put the knife in below the breast
but instead took the opportunity to beat
me about the head. Then the script was
produced. Not Grease! Please let it not
be Grease! It was not to be Grease. I was
to be in Amadeus, the story of the death
of Mozart and I was to have a plump role.
“Plum role, surely?” I queried. “Plump,”
they confirmed and as a group handed me
the script, a quorum of scowls. In yellow
highlighter was the name of my character.
I focused slowly, wondering if I were to be
in the title role or possibly the evil Salieri.
Blood surged in my boiling veins as I felt
drama course through me. The Fat Cook, it
said. Oh. Didn’t really know that character
but it had been a few years since I had read
this masterpiece. “Is it a big part?” I asked.
“It’s a fat part,” they chorused. It would take
all my skill and subtlety to play a fat boy,
I thought but I was up to the challenge.
“Does it have many lines?” I asked,
hopefully. “No lines.” Oh well. I was a great
www.ista.co.uk

“When you can make an audience
laugh or cry or scream or sing, when
you can be anyone, anywhere, anytime
- theatre takes its rightful place...”
mime! And so, through the offices of strife
and conflict, I came as seed to soft-tilled
soil. Forced into servitude I may have been
but it was not long before theatre claimed
me, body and soul.
Never bring a knife to a gunfight, that’s
what they say. In theatre terms, never
cast your talentless friend in a play just
because he thinks he would quite like to
try acting before he dies. It’s the Number
One Rule. If death, talentless friendship and
theatre are to be co-mingled, my advice
is to offer parts in plays only after you or
your talentless friend is dead. At university
it was a lot more socially acceptable to
write plays than to write Dungeons &
Dragons expansions so I cast myself as
The Playwright. Not the James Joyce
permanently-bandaged-in-pain kind of
writer or the Noel Coward smoking-jacketand-cigarillo kind of writer but rather a
chunky-cheeked, wheezy, who-ate-all-thepies kind of writer, ponderously squeezing
through shelving in search of inspiration
and, possibly, the odd starchy snack. Of
course, it was not true that I ate all the
pies, in fact I hardly ever ate pies. Pies were
only for breakfast, or possibly the bus.
Taking a stab at looking healthier, I would
opt for a burnished hue, using Melon Body
Shop Tanning Cream. I still remember,
during the heat of a particularly passionate
debate on Brechtian disassociation, a lone
voice warbling: “Can anyone else smell
honeydew?”. Luckily the melon not being
indigenous to Northern Ireland, this cloying
odour was often misidentified as floor wax.
It was from this environment that creativity
did pour forth and my reputation grew. My
next smash hit was going to be Duckling a
two act wonder jam-packed with buxom
ballerinas and assorted lampoonery. It was
then, in a moment of weakness, as I passed
by some handsome cheeses, I set upon
breaking the Number One Rule - never cast
your talentless friend in a play.
My utterly inept friend in this case
was my fellow scrubber Joseph; we both
worked cleaning toilets to make ends meet
and to widen our circle of friends. I cast him
as The Doctor, the smallest part of what
turned out to be a rather gorgeous morality
play about abortion set to Danny Kaye
show tunes from Hans Christian Anderson.
Using the Ugly Duckling analogy, I ended

the piece with the thunderous “we are all
swans”. From that play onwards, new cast
members took to turning to the last page
and ripping it out. Everyone’s a critic. So I
cast my useless friend as The Doctor and
all he had to do was say a few words at
the beginning, and come on close to the
end to give the bad news. So the build-up
proceeded as planned, there was music,
crescendo, the wailing and the gnashing of
teeth that feeds that beast of burden we
thespians euphemistically term drama, then
a silence. In the pool of light bidden by the
silence, the protagonist struck a pained
pose, feeling he had finally overcome the
might of merciless opposition. Cue The
Doctor. My droop-eyed, drooling friend
walks into the light - he was an older
chap, around forty, past it - he looked
very much the part with his tweed, fob
watch and thick-paned glasses. He struck
a slowly sympathetic pose and I waited for
him to deliver the bad news which would
serve as climax to our moral offering. I
suspected something was wrong when he
straightened and said loudly: “My lines!”.
Ohhh good and gracious Lord above
- no! I felt keenly the roar of the grease
paint and the smell of the crowd, and then
a weakness in my knees. Please don’t break
the other Number One Rule – shouting out
to the audience that you have made a balls
up. “Oh, my lines! I forgot my lines! Tom?
Sorry. I’m sorry. I forgot my lines.” Then he
walked off, out of the pool of light. Silence
reigned once more. The moment stretched
out for millennia as I tried to swallow
my whole fist in one go in a desperate
attempt not to curse violently, enraged as
I was at this fool. “Thank you, Doctor,” the
protagonist said and then continued on
with the intended embarrassing end to the
play. Now, as you will know, lots of people in
the audience assume stuff on stage is done
on purpose or they are asleep anyway or
they are just stupid - but someone coming
on and shouting “I forgot my lines” is liable
to make even the thickest member of the
audience question why they paid their two
pound to this boiling turd. At the end of
the show, I gave the protagonist a bottle
of whiskey, gave my former friend a huge
boot where it would hurt most and swore
never, ever again to let sentiment get in the
way of art.
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Parallels, mirrors
and some arguments
thrown in for good
measure
By Danielle Veilleux, Curriculum Manager,
Strategic Academic Initiatives, IBO
In many ways, my life seems to run
parallel alongside a mirror and as I make
life-altering decisions, I metaphorically
jump back and forth across this boundary
of reality and the reflection of it. As I seem
to often make too many of these decisions
in rapid succession, I often lose all sense of
which is the original me and which is the
alternative mirror-image of me. It’s not just
a case of “the grass is always greener on
the other side” – it seems that I only need
to look at the other side and I suddenly find
myself in it, looking back at where I came
from. Presumably this is my life’s way of
keeping me on my toes.
When I was living my life happily
teaching in an international secondary
school, I loved to work interactively with
my students, teaching and learning drama
and theatre through the International
Baccalaureate middle years (MYP) and
diploma programmes (DP). However,
I often spent hours on the necessary
documentation that comes with teaching
such as writing reports, constructing policies
and mapping the articulated curriculum
development. While my focus should rightly
have been on enabling children to become
great life-long theatre learners, passionate
about creating a better world through
drama, instead my dedication was thwarted
by administrative paperwork. Not satisfied
with this, I looked for an alternative, starting
with my reflection.
It may seem counterintuitive to many
but I made the jump into this mirror image
of even more bureaucracy and found
myself rather abruptly in the IB academic
department in the global centre office.
While my desk job physically removes
me from the enthralling and enlivening buzz
of actively teaching and learning, my role
really has centred on creating a better set
of curricula and a continuum of education
for those students back in the classroom.
For the last four years I have collaboratively
re-designed and managed the MYP Arts
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and Projects curricula. I am privileged to
have managed the team that wrote the
new objectives and criteria of the MYP Arts
– including Drama - into one that focuses
more heavily on thinking creatively and one
that acknowledges the role of the arts in
society; the arts do not happen in a vacuum
but simultaneously reflect, challenge and
respond to the world around us.
Since MYP: the next chapter launched,
the emphasis of my work has recently
broadened out to implement strategic
academic innovations across all four
IB programmes. I now research the
educational movements that are happening
globally and find ways in which the IB
can encompass creativity better in order
to adapt to changing paradigms of
educational reforms.
The point is, while most of my time is
spent behind a computer screen rather
than in a school environment with the
students I write for, hopefully the results I
have produced will have a greater over-all
impact on students.
Earlier this year I steered a symposium
on creativity for the IB academic staff
and some invited schools. Our theme was
“Making time for creativity: Why does
it matter?” and we were lucky enough
to have nine fabulous speakers present.
The greatest irony for me was that the
excitement surrounding the symposium was
not our chosen theme of creativity but the
fact that one of industry’s biggest names
chose to attend as a speaker. The fact he
spoke highly of the need for creativity in
the future business world helped our cause
tremendously but I am not convinced
that his reputation didn’t supersede his
message in the eyes of many attending.
Dominic Barton of McKinsey & Co was a
great speaker and a thoroughly nice man.
I applaud that McKinsey & Co are willing
and able to advocate clearly for creativity
and even recruit on the basis of creativity
over academic ability, however, one of our

own IB teachers, Theresa Tung, was equally
eloquent and powerful in the delivery of her
message that the IB could do more for the
cause. I felt the attention Dominic received
was somewhat due to his position, not his
fantastic message, which was a doubleedged sword while what Theresa said was
a concrete plea for change. We are often
happy to hear the message that change is
needed and the places change may take us
to but the harder message to accept is that
we have to make that change ourselves,
from within, which can prove to be a painful
process at times.
In my personal life, preparing for having
my two children, I thought I’d be investing
heavily in craft supply companies, perfecting
my visual art skills and some such but both
my offspring hate these sort of activities
with outspoken passion. Instead of spending
the day with brush, paints or piano, or
even boxes of the expected Lego, most
of my time with them is spent discussing
the emotional intricacies of life. Due to
the unexpected wonders of the Autism
spectrum, my children grapple daily with
the challenges of unwritten rules present in
every social interaction, from measuring the
appropriate degree of an emotional output
to the general complexity of personal and
social relationships. Why do we take turns
when we play games? What is the difference
between a gentle rebuff and a sarcastic
comment? What makes a joke funny and
how long should we laugh for? What
expression is this on my face? What is the
difference between emotional intelligence
and emotional creativity?
This is what I focus on helping them
with. My main methods include delivering
messages through storytelling, using “what
ifs”, applying mindfulness techniques and
exploring potentially daunting scenarios
through imaginary-situation roleplay in a
safe place. Naturally, as a modern parent
of modern children, all of this takes place
only in the interludes between Minecraft

sessions and YouTube videos. To be fair
though, if my son is not using an iPad for
his entertainment, he is logging in to do
his homework on some school-based app,
or to “Google research” information for his
latest school assignment.
In a world where so much of our
time and interaction is digital, the lives of
students are driven by technology and
digital communications even more than
those of adults. An educator recently
suggested to me that the role of teaching
might be moving away from fostering
inquiry or facilitating learning, and moving
towards the teacher modelling social
interaction for students - the “human touch”
if you will. When a student spends so much
time with screens, both in the classroom
and out of it, as teachers we may need to
take on the role of an additional pastoral
resource for students to learn from. We
would simulate appropriately measured
reactions for them, demonstrate kindness,
empathy and understanding, and affirm
how to collaborate, challenge and cooperate
with each other (wait, this is what a drama
teacher already – explicitly - does!).
As a result, the teacher focus shifts from
the delivery of content and stimulating the
students’ approaches to learning towards
the “soft skills” that I would normally
expect parents to encourage. Speaking as a
parent myself, I applaud the teachers in my
children’s schools who support them with
this and don’t leave this role to me alone. My
kids’ teachers are their greatest role models.
We are the teachers of people skills;
as people amongst people – not amongst
digital identities. Recently, in preparation to
lead an important strategy meeting with ten
participants, all in the business of education,
our marketing department encouraged
me to use “personas” to introduce an
exploration of a variety of stakeholders
we are working for. For those not familiar
with business marketing terminology,
this is a roleplay, quasi-characterisation
technique which businesses are adopting
from the world of drama, to encourage
empathy and emotional understanding for
fictional, generalised representations of your
customers. Each participant at the meeting
is allocated a photo-ID character complete
with demographics, values, goals and pain
points. For example: “Sarah is a parent and
active member of the PTA at the fee-paying
school where both her children are enrolled.
She goes to the gym three days a week and
is a passionate supporter of sports education.
She is highly invested in her children’s
education and believes they benefit from
access to better sports facilities.” This allows
the participant at the meeting to think
beyond their own agenda and argue the
case of their given persona instead. This is
an example of how - instead of connecting
directly with our stakeholders, with the
people we write curriculum with and for –
we are generating digital examples of who
these people might be, to determine how
we can represent them best. Where has the
humanity gone when our individuality can
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be substituted by a digital generalisation?
It’s a clever tool, especially to condense the
collective into individual representations but
somehow I still prefer to work with a handful
of representatives – in person.
My teacher training and previous life
as a drama teacher has prepared me well
for almost every aspect of my life - from
office work to parenthood. If I had not
had drama training, how would I have
managed to educate (and hopefully also
entertain) my children through their various
phases, to speak confidently with heads
of school about start-ups, curriculum
implementation and staff management, or
to lead workshops on the arts and steer
conferences on creativity? My confidence
(or false bravado) in all of these situations
is purely drama skill-based - each situation
is a different performance for me. I see the
impact that drama education has had on
me but better yet, I have seen the positive
effect it has had on my students. It never
fails to surprise me that regular educational
reforms, proposals from ministries of
education and even pedagogical trends
continue to fail to grasp the absolute,
ultimate necessity of a drama education.
They often seem to miss the personal,
social and larger world understanding that
drama can provide children with, simply
through the power of creativity and play.
So while educational reforms cry out for
greater interdisciplinarity across subjects,
higher degrees of complexity and deeper
teaching of creativity, our arts classes are
being scheduled out. The trend seems to
be in favour of embedding these elements
across age groups and school subjects.
However, a question remains: will subject
teachers be allocated greater flexibility
of time in order to focus specifically on
embedding these skills? In most cases,
sadly they will not. Perhaps we need to
re-evaluate these decisions and look to see
what drama can and already does provide
before it is possibly dismissed from curricula.
Peter Senge and Daniel Goleman’s recent
publication of The Triple Focus revolves
around the idea that if we educate students
about understanding the self, others and
the larger world, preferably simultaneously
through systems thinking, we address
many of the issues in the world today.
Often theorists speak of systems thinking
in relation to the science subjects and
complex causality of global development,
environmental issues and economic
depressions. But those most affected by the
greatest problems in the world today are
us, people. Perhaps if we educate towards
developing greater humanitarian values,
we will be better equipped to address such
pressing global issues.
The IB learner profile is a set of ten
attributes which we all aspire both to
become and to instil in others. The learner
profile embodies the philosophy of holistic
education and it is easy to relate the
attributes to the inquiry, action and learning
that takes place in the arts. Drama is a
fierce advocator and facilitator for the ten

attributes of the learner profile and yet
we continue to dismiss drama as a serious
subject capable of providing so much of
the necessary education we see to provide
students in order to prepare them for the
21st century and beyond.
Drama is a universal form of human
expression and a unique way of knowing
that engages us in effective, imaginative
and productive learning. Artists have to
be curious. By developing curiosity about
themselves, others and the world, drama
students become effective learners,
inquirers and creative problem-solvers.
Students explore, shape and communicate
their sense of identity and individuality.
This focus on the individual enhances
self-confidence, resilience and adaptability.
During adolescence, drama provides
an opportunity for age-appropriate
and holistic development of the social,
emotional, intellectual and personal
intelligences of the student.
The study of drama at school stimulates
young imaginations, challenges perceptions
and develops creative and analytical skills
that build awareness of a real-world context.
Involvement in drama encourages students
to understand issues in context and cultural
histories, so supporting the development
of an inquiring and empathetic world view.
Drama teaches us about who we are, the
perspectives of others and our impact on
the world. We learn how we can use that
knowledge to better ourselves, the lives of
others and thereby make the world a slightly
safer and more empathetic, human place. If
taught correctly, it is an absolute catalyst for
learning.
I spent too long in my drama teaching
years focussed on topics which weren’t
relevant, as I still see some teachers doing
today. The unfortunate, archaic teaching of
Shakespeare for Shakespeare’s sake or the
emphasis on fun (only) during improvisation
or the script analyses I taught without
student inquiry or any relevant context rather than deeper conceptual learning or
broader global theatre perspectives which
I wish I had focussed more energy and
time on with my students. I am simply glad
I made the jump into the mirror reflection
and can now influence the direction of
just one curriculum in this muddy world of
education, at least temporarily.
I believe that change is the hardest to
do from the inside and that it is a necessary
if painful process sometimes but if we
have any true desire to remodel education
in order to best serve our students and
prepare them for their futures - not ours
- we need to look to ourselves and adjust
how we teach them, what we teach them
and why they need to learn it. Drama
should be a front-runner of any curriculum
and if we could just see that, if we could
provide drama teachers with the guidance,
facilities, time and resources - dare I
say respect - those wonderful teachers
could possibly be the leaders of the best
education model we’ve ever seen. Maybe I
should go back to teaching…
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“Drama also allows students to ‘act out’
without getting sent to the principal’s office.”

Much Ado, the Musical. Photo credit Laura Werner, November 2015

Thoughts from
the podium
By Paul Fochtman, Head of School,
Frankfurt International School
It’s 6th June 2015 and I am seated on a
stage before an audience of 1,500, many
of whom have travelled around the globe
for this event. For the students in front of
me, it is one of the most important days
of their young lives and a culmination of
many years of hard work. Seated next to
me is a NASA astronaut who undoubtedly
has incredible words of inspiration to share
with those in the audience. As the Head
of School at this graduation ceremony, I
have the same task – to somehow present
a clear and thought-provoking message
to a highly educated audience from nearly
60 nations. One thought goes through my
head as I prepare to step up to the podium:
why didn’t I take drama in high school?
I know that a background in drama
would not guarantee a standing ovation

yet there is clear research that supports
drama’s ability to improve a student’s
communication skills. They understand
the need to project their voice and use
inflection. They have practiced putting
themselves in the mind-set of the audience
and have considered how both their verbal
and nonverbal delivery will impact the
message they are trying to convey. They
have studied the importance of a wellplaced pause and the sensitive timing of
injected humour.
As my speech draws near, I envy those
in their caps and gowns because they
have benefited greatly from our school’s
programme which exposes students to
drama in their middle years on up through
the IB Diploma as well as through major
productions and other stage opportunities

including regularly hosting or participating
in ISTA festivals.
Adolescence is a challenging time
for children (as well as for their parents).
During this important period in their lives
they are grappling with issues of identity.
In a way, their day-to-day life is a dramatic
event in which they must choose their
role: being themselves or trying to gain
acceptance by playing a role that they
think others (parents, peers, teachers)
expect. Drama experiences provide a
window into this realm of characterisations
and can be particularly insightful to helping
students understand their world.
One of our Upper School students
recently wrote and directed a play in our
school’s Zeitgeist festival that portrayed
the challenges she faced in choosing the

“...there is clear research that supports drama’s ability
to improve a student’s communication skills.”
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right college. For her play, she cast twin
girls who represented two different parts
of her – one that wanted to go her own
direction and the other who felt compelled
to follow her parents’ wishes. It was one of
the most poignant examples of a student
using drama to explore her own internal
struggles as well as her relationship with
her parents and peers. I have no doubt that
it also struck a chord with many young
people in the audience who, through the
dramatic production, may have gained the
courage to have a discussion with their own
parents on the same subject.
Drama also allows students to “act
out” without getting sent to the principal’s
office. The exercises used in drama allow
students to freely express their emotions
which can vary from rage to sorrow to
joy. As both actors and observers of these
different roles and emotions, students
become more empathetic, a skill that
is so desperately needed during this
navel-gazing period of their lives. Clearly,
developing this sensitive outlook is also a
skill that is needed among today’s world
leaders who must have a well-developed
sense of international mindedness.
Where it can be challenging to develop
international awareness in some classes,
drama offers the perfect environment
to uncover, explore and appreciate our
cultural differences. We learn simple but
thought-provoking bits of information, such
as the idea that pigs in Japan are thought
to make the sound “buu buu” instead of
“oink” and that Danish ducks “rap” instead
of “quack”. These differences initially
appear insignificant until we realise that
varied cultures also “hear” other messages
differently, such as the wisdom offered
from an elder or when the sound of a laugh
may signify embarrassment rather than
amusement. When students from around
the world discuss characters - be they
animal or human - it leads to open minds
and hearts.
As the leader of an international school,
I have a particular interest in the important
role drama plays in building bridges
between the many cultures represented in
our school. But numerous studies also show
the performing arts aid student literacy,
attendance and general satisfaction. It
is likely that among the students who
graduated this past year, their involvement
in the performing arts led to better grades,
greater effectiveness in leadership roles
and higher scores on standardised tests. It
may even have been a deciding factor in
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their college admission.
While I know our school’s performing
arts teachers are already dyed-in-thewool believers of the important impact of
their work, I recently had a conversation
with a less likely advocate – our school’s
Webmaster. Although he now spends a
good deal of his professional life in front
of a computer screen, he credits his years
as a high school thespian as important
to his work: “I work with technology but
ultimately my goal is to communicate a
message. Whether it’s behind a screen
in my office or in front of an audience
during a parent orientation, I am tasked
with creating a message that’s both
engaging and understandable. My English
background provides the fundamentals
for that communication but it’s my drama
experience that has really equipped me
for imagining how that message might be
heard by a unique audience.”
A few years ago I joined other
educational leaders in a professional
development course on public speaking.
Although the presenter was pitching his
tools of the trade as though it was a worthy
cornerstone of an MBA programme, he
was really teaching us the same skills
our students learn in drama. The skills he
shared were intended to create confidence,
captivate our audience and ensure our
message was communicated effectively. I
dare say the same could be included in the
syllabus of any drama class.
I grew up in a small American town
near the Canadian border and my schools
did not have the plethora of drama
opportunities found in today’s international
schools. In my role as an educational leader
in New Delhi, Mumbai and now Frankfurt, I
have witnessed the important role of ISTA
in building these opportunities for our
diverse student populations. The presence
of this organisation and the incredibly
talented teachers that make up its ranks is
truly a jewel in the crown of international
education.
If I had been given these same
opportunities as a young man, I likely
would have had the same spark in my eyes
that I saw in that sea of graduates who I
addressed this past June. Fortunately, that
spark is contagious. And although I may
not have the fame of the NASA astronaut
with whom I shared the stage, as I stepped
up to the podium I felt incredibly proud to
be part of an institution that does such a
fine job of preparing its graduates for their
own launch into the world.
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“Drama matters because it allows people to dream.
It encourages thought and beauty.” Alan Hayes

The power of
drama in a world
full of technology
By Alan Hayes, IB Theatre teacher, International School of Brussels,
and Carl Robinson, drama teacher, International School of Brussels
Carl: In the electric blue-white glow of the
computer screen, I take a look at my hands.
Since the IT and typing lessons of my
teenage schooling years, they have learned
many new skills: how to manipulate the
letters of a keyboard to create words, how
to slide a mouse across the desk to control
a tiny arrow, how to swipe and pinch and
scroll and tap. These skills have changed
my life and allowed me to keep up with the
changing world.
In the same light, I examine them more
closely and I see that they have been
learning other things also. My education
in drama has taught them things that
no electronic machine could; they have
learned how to gently handle another
person’s head while my ensemble carries
their body as part of a team-building task,
how to catch a person who has trusted me
when they are falling, how to tremble and
shudder and glide when I dance, how to
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hold tension when I want to have presence,
how to stay still by my side when I am
nervous.
I turn off the screen; it becomes a
black mirror in which I study my face. My
fingertips massage my eye sockets. These
eyes which are fatigued from staring at
the vast landscape of the web, have in
other times seen such beauty on the stage.
From the raw emotion of Pina Bausch’s
dances to the vivid compositions of Robert
Wilson, from the sarcastic commentary
of Forced Entertainment to the simple

companionship of Cupola Bobber. My
eyes have seen performances which have
impacted my thoughts and my heart.
Drama matters to me, more than any
other subject I have studied because it
has had the greatest impact on the skills
and knowledge that I use on a daily basis
and this is not just because I am a drama
teacher. When I used to work in retail and
when I worked in elderly care, it was the
skills I had gained through drama that were
of most value to me, like understanding
the power of eye-contact and being able

“Drama matters to me, more than any
other subject I have studied...” Carl Robinson

to keep myself composed even when I was
nervous. For me it was these that were
the tools that helped me be successful in
employment and in life.
I remember my job interviews as a
recent graduate and thinking to myself:
It’s just another performance. Harness your
nerves just like before a show. And I got
through them and for the most part I was
successful in finding work. Not due the fact
that I had a drama degree but due to the
communication skills and creativity I had
developed during those studies. Drama also
taught me to see the world and people in
different ways, to have compassion and to
understand that I had the capacity to make
an impact.
Alan: 1970, Forest Hills Elementary School,
Burlington North Carolina, United States.
Margie Frye and her classmates
performed a play using the song The Age
of Aquarius… the moment changed my
life. I was six years old, watching a play at
school and can still remember to this day
how beautiful and impactful it was. I was
a small boy, in a very small Southern town
and after seeing that performance I realised
that the world could be beautiful and
magical. That’s why I think drama matters.
Drama matters because it allows people to
dream. It encourages thought and beauty. It
matters because it can make people think,
question, feel, laugh, and cry. Each day we
become a little more enclosed in our own
capsule of technology. Theatre connects
people; the cast and crew connect during
the process, the audience connect with
each other during the performance.
Having a shared community experience is
becoming more and more important, and
more and more impactful. Ten years ago, I
thought that theatre was beginning to lose
its impact. Now, I think it’s becoming more
and more important.
I truly believe the skills one develops
in theatre make one a more well-rounded
individual. Theatre teaches you to be
aware of the things and people around
you. I like that when my classes enter the
room each day I can quickly scan their
body language, facial expressions and
energy, and know how they are feeling. I
then like the fact that I feel comfortable
enough, if they are having a bad day, to
go over to one of them and give them a
little more energy or focus. Working in and
teaching theatre taught me those skills.
The skills one develops while engaging
in drama can be life changing and to me,
that’s what matters most. Below are some
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core skills that employers have stated they
are looking for in prospective employees.
Core skills most sought after by 21st
century employers
•	Communications skills (listening,
verbal, written). By far, the one skill
mentioned most often by employers
is the ability to listen, write and speak
effectively. Successful communication is
critical in business.
•	Analytical/research skills. Deals with
your ability to assess a situation, seek
multiple perspectives, gather more
information if necessary and identify
key issues that need to be addressed.
•	Computer/technical literacy. Almost
all jobs now require some basic
understanding of computer hardware
and software especially word
processing, spreadsheets and email.
•	Flexibility/adaptability/managing
multiple priorities. Deals with your
ability to manage multiple assignments
and tasks, set priorities and adapt
to changing conditions and work
assignments.
•	Interpersonal abilities. The ability to
relate to your co-workers, inspire others
to participate and mitigate conflict
with co-workers is essential given the
amount of time spent at work each day.
•	Leadership/management skills. While
there is some debate about whether
leadership is something people are born
with, these skills deal with your ability to
take charge and manage and interact/
cooperate with your co-workers.
•	Multicultural sensitivity/awareness.
There is possibly no bigger issue in
the workplace than diversity and jobseekers must demonstrate a sensitivity
and awareness to other people and
cultures.
•	Planning/organising. Deals with your
ability to design, plan, organise and
implement projects and tasks within an
allotted timeframe. Also involves goalsetting.
•	Problem-solving/reasoning/creativity.
Involves the ability to find solutions
to problems using your creativity,
reasoning and past experiences along
with the available information and
resources.
•	Teamwork. Because so many jobs
involve working in one or more workgroups, you must have the ability to
work with others in a professional
manner while attempting to achieve a
common goal.

Source: www.quintcareers.com.
Adapted from: What Do Employers Really
Want? Top Skills and Values Employers
Seek from Job-Seekers by Randall S.
Hansen, Ph.D., and Katharine Hansen,
Ph.D.
Carl and Alan: Now we find ourselves
responsible for teaching those skills to
our students that we in turn use so often.
As teachers we are tasked with ensuring
that they are prepared for a career in the
modern world, in whichever field or fields
they may choose to be in.
We are privileged that our school
acknowledges the value of drama and
gives us the time, resources and support
to help our students grow. As an example
of our school’s belief in the power of the
subject, we recently hosted a special
event focused on preparing students
for the rapidly changing world they are
faced with. Alongside the other “zones” of
study that you would expect in a futurefocused day of workshops (designing with
robotics, learning the basics of coding,
3D printing and laser cutting), expression
was also one of the key areas of focus. Our
management have realised that not only
do students need to be at the cuttingedge of technology but they also need
the communication skills to be able to
articulate and present their ideas. They
need to be able to work within a team
and creatively solve problems. These are
essential skills, not something that we can
afford to put on the sidelines.
As a student recently put it to us,
following her first ever performance:
“Without drama I probably wouldn’t have
realised that my voice could be as loud
as other people’s”. There is no doubt that
the chance to work within an ensemble,
towards a performance in front of an
audience, has had a big impact on that
student. She has gained skills that will one
day help her to get her dream job just as
those skills once did for us.
But more importantly than that, she has
grown as a person and has found another
way to express herself. At the end of the
year, or after a performance, students
often write to express their gratitude for
being a part of the class or ensemble. They
often say how the experience was the
time when they felt the most comfortable
as themselves or how they discovered
that they can have an impact on the
world. Although employment is of course
important, it is this that makes drama really
matter.
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...---...---...--- SOS!
Rescuing humanity
through the art
forms of theatre
and drama
By Luke Abbott,
President of the National Association for the Teaching of Drama

“In theatre, it’s always possible to wash the slate clean.”
“Through theatre we understand and confront and pacify
everything life can offer, through make believe.” Peter Brook
In the belief that we still remember
the life and work of Peter Brook we can
perhaps reminisce on his warnings all those
years ago about the nature of humanity
without its capacity to invoke emotions
through direct observations of fictional
human contexts. These contexts are always
provocative and do as the Greeks intended
- by putting us in direct contexts reflecting
on the human condition but also, asking
ourselves, how in the name of creation
humans are capable of doing what they do
to each other. Either in the physical ways
of violent aggressions or the other kinds
- the psychological emotional abuses we
are all capable of. The arts, and particularly
drama/theatre, keep reminding us again
and again just what we are capable of if we
take the human constraints off. As I write
the final passages to this article the world
is in the terrible position of dealing with the
killings in Paris of 129 innocents by an Isis
killing team.
Brook, still working at 90 years old as
if still a young man said this: “There is an
imbalance within us where the golden calf
of the intellect is worshipped at the cost
of true feelings and experience. It is the
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intellect alone that protects us from true
feeling, stifles and camouflaging the spirit in
a blind collection of facts and concepts.”
Conference of the Birds: John Heilpern
P. 69, Faber and Faber 1977
Some thoughts on drama and theatre forms
But of course the false dichotomy
between the meanings of “theatre” and
“drama” is another challenge to us who
use the art forms of drama to engage
in “all that life can offer”. However, the
common ground is Taylor Coleridge’s
“willing suspension of disbelief”, or as we
use so often use in our more simplified
way, “make believe”. The human capacity
to willingly enter into a fiction is at the
heart of the art forms of drama/theatre
as it is the process in the moment of time
that is the focus rather than where the
art form is manifesting itself. For example,
theatre does not have to be in hallowed
grounds of the National Theatre or any
other designated holy space. We witness
theatre form in the first encounters
children have in trying to understand
the world in their make believe play they
invent, spontaneously enabling their toys
to speak and become alive perhaps? Or

where objects around them take on other
meanings, the chair representing the house
of the teddy bear, a pillow becomes the
roof and the toy dinosaur becomes the
bear’s mother for a moment. We would
recognise all this activity as theatre form,
for the child, it is “as if” the bear can live in
a house with a pillow-roof, converse with a
dinosaur/bear mother.
However, when (and if) a child introduces
elements of tension in their make believe
play suddenly we have “dramatic play” where
perhaps the little bear in the playing of a
child now becomes lost and can’t find its
mother… the tensions become palpable as
time in this playing moves on, requiring the
players to resolve all that they invent in the
now of time - the transfiguration process
that is the unique feature of our strange and
shape shifting medium.
For me this transfiguration process
occurs when either the dominance of
theatre form is present as in “theatre/
drama” or when the dramatic elements are
dominant as in “drama/theatre”. Now time
disappears in the reality of our living so
that the fictional make believe time takes
over as we experience the art form as the

current time “as if” it is real. The willing
suspension of time.
As a trained drama teacher in the North
East school of drama where I trained with
Dr Dorothy Heathcote, Dr John Fines and
Gavin Bolton for my Masters in Education
Through Drama, I found that using the
word “form” very helpful in getting my
head around how we ended up with two
words that also seemed to be generating
a gulf between practitioners who leaped
to the defence of either if there was a
hint of challenge. Over the past 15 years
I have been working with Dr Heathcote
(up to her death in 2011) to encourage
schools to adopt her drama system Mantle
of the Expert as a way of teaching and
incorporating drama and theatre forms
into learning experiences mostly in primary
schools. Mind you, I have had a yearly
tutorial with her every year since 1980 in
her West Midlands study but the most
recent work has focused attention on
the complexities of one of her wonderful
inventions, Mantle of the Expert (MoE).
It soon became very clear that complex
interactions in the use of drama form in
learning and the invoking of theatre form in
the planned make believe structures, made
understanding the strategies skills and
methods within curriculum applications of
MoE much clearer.
DH: “Drama and theatre? It’s two sides of
the same coin, Luke!”
Or, in her more cutting teachings:
DH: “There are lots of manifestations of
theatre and drama, Luke, you are so bound
by your experiences! Stop converging
on just one of them and get a bit more
divergent in your thinking, after all the arts
are about developing a high tolerance of
ambiguity… “
I tried to struggle with these rightful
chidings from my mentor to transform
these concepts into practice. After all, if I
was to work with other teachers eventually,
to teach them how it all worked, surely I
should know what I was talking about?
So why does it matter if we do or don’t do
drama/theatre?
Taking Brook’s words above concerning
the ability of theatre to “wipe the slate
clean” we can begin to see why the Greeks
used the exploration of deep dramas
represented in theatre form. Understanding
the sexual love between a mother and son
as portrayed in Oedipus Rex ranges across
humanity. Portraying taboo, disturbing,

“Drama/theatre is essential to
seeing life through others’ eyes...”
victorious events in this way help us
understand how and why we behave as we
do. Theatre/drama forms are only possible
through the examination of people and
their behaviours held in moments of time
but that magical time - dramatic time.
Such a time enables us time to look deeply
at our own motivations, investments, life
models and the deepest values we hold.
Time to perceive. Time to reflect. Yet all
the time we know we are involved in,
witnessing or experiencing a fiction. There
are no real fallouts. However, that’s not say
there is no disturbance.
Tony Harrison’s incredibly disturbing
play The Trackers of Oxyrhynchos
capture deep and twisted elements of
institutionalised racism, British Colonialism,
abuse of intellectual prowess exposing
how class divisions keep people in poverty
of both minds and hearts. A play from the
Greek past resonating with our own culture
in the very now of time. But of course, it
is the job of theatre and drama to disturb
us to awaken the spirit, slaying the golden
intellectual calf for a short while so our
humanity can be awakened, yet again,
ensuring we are catapulted into our inner
core of emotional and intellectual selves. In
such a place, our very life core values are
set trembling.
And if we don’t have the art forms of
theatre and drama?
Edward Bond contends that without
drama “we die”. In other words our
civilisation is in jeopardy as we would have
no deep foundations any more as life and
events erode causing what scientists call
“entropy”. The natural law that requires
everything to return to its original state.
There is much to explore in this concept
of course especially if we apply it
metaphorically to our amazing human race.
Perhaps this great playwright is alluding to
his concept of a “site”. A fictional “mindplace” site where our own humanity is
laid bare before us so that we can be in
touch beyond the intellect and perceive
what is happening between people both

universally and in the fictional context?
Brecht’s ideal location for his “lesson”.
Goodness knows we need it at the
moment. Migration, war, revenge killings,
deep religious intolerances, unemployment,
ever longer life spans. All these currently
challenge humanity. Without a means to
challenge, understand and pacify such
events, as is possible in theatre/drama,
as well as deeply care about our own
human fellow travellers, how can we invent
behaviours to cope? Without this capacity
we will indeed die, metaphorically.
Impacts of a theatre/drama rich education
The recent world-wide impact of the
image and real life drama, associated with
a poor drowned five-year-old Syrian boy
sparked our humanity, for we could all see
in our imaginations, the “site” in front of us.
But this time the impacts had real fallout.
This was no theatre/drama imaginings, no
willing suspension of disbelief.
But how did we learn how to perceive
the awfulness and let it touch our
deepest levels of humanity? I would argue
passionately that without acts of the
imagination to work on our intellects could
have told us this is “not our problem and
would be solved by others”. Such a fellow
traveller, for me, as a human would be in
terrible emotional ignorance.
It is in the dramatic arts that we nurture
and stimulate the imagination and develop
the capacity to foresee implication by
going into uncharted materials and daring
to be challenged as well as daring to
challenge. In the art forms of drama/theatre
the events are constructed in the now
moment of time as we imagine ourselves
in a context and use make believe either
in public domains with others or in the
privacy of our own dramatic imaginations.
Drama/theatre is essential to seeing
life through others’ eyes by imaging and
taking the place for ourselves placing us
in their position where as Brook has the
final words: “…camouflaging the spirit in a
blind collection of facts and concepts” is
impossible.

“Theatre/drama forms are only possible through the
examination of people and their behaviours held in
moments of time but that magical time - dramatic time.”
www.ista.co.uk
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Why should drama
and ISTA matter to
an administrator?
By Richard Parker, Head of Secondary,
International School of London, Surrey*

Ulrich Gottlieb leading full group at the Hong
Kong HS festival October 2014
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I have never understood why more
principals are not ISTA converts. I find the
organisation an inspiration in its approach
to creative pedagogy.
For the last five years I have been the
principal of an international school in Hong
Kong. It is not a traditional international
school but a school for the sons and
daughters of local Hong Kong Chinese
parents, offering a global outlook and
teaching an international curriculum. This
kind of institutional hybrid (neither a local
school nor an international school as often
understood) is becoming more common
across the world. Schools like ours need
organisations that can help broaden
student outlook. ISTA is one of those
organisations and it has had a significant
impact on the culture of our school. I want
to explain why by briefly exploring five
episodes related to festivals in which we
have been involved.
I first came across ISTA four and a half
years ago when the drama teacher at our
school asked to take a group of students

to a festival in Shanghai. When the group
returned they asked if they could have a
spot in an assembly and I was happy to
oblige. That assembly was the first time that
I began to appreciate the possibilities of the
ISTA approach. The students performed a
Bear Dance and at one point managed to
coax a sizeable group from the audience to
join them. The students performing the Bear
Dance had been a reticent, self-effacing
group before they went to Shanghai but
the experience had obviously changed
them. They had a newfound confidence
and voice, and they were encouraging
others to follow their lead. Our school
had no culture of drama and many of the
classes were unusually quiet with students
reluctant to share their opinions and used
to a very traditional behaviourist sort of
pedagogy: students in line, lots of teacher
talk, short answers, quiet classrooms. The
move to inquiry was proving a slow battle
of attrition and the Bear Dance moment
was one of the turning points in that battle.
It was the first time I had seen students

confidently taking control of an assembly,
showing their authentic voice. That was the
moment I began to think of ISTA as more
than a drama organisation but one capable
of impacting on a whole school culture for
the better.
A year or so later we were hosting our
first ISTA festival and I was by this time
intrigued to understand the inner workings
of an ISTA event so I visited a variety of the
workshops on offer. All the sessions I visited
were of an exceptional quality but one in
particular left a lasting impression. It was a
workshop on puppetry. The students were
exploring a number of complex emotions
through the manipulation of quite basic
puppets and they were totally absorbed
in the task. The main performances were
highly physical. Of course there are times
when you see puppets used in school
but it is often rare and tokenistic. Why, I
wondered, were schools around the world
not doing more with puppetry? So many
cultures have rich puppet histories and they
are a natural way to explore intercultural
understanding. More than that they are a
natural bridge between the traditional and
the modern, epitomised by the renaissance
of puppetry in modern theatrical
productions - War Horse being, I suppose,
the most famous. Schools can often feel
as if they are running to catch up with
the modern world and are often tied into
outmoded practices that serve nobody. As
a principal I am always looking for ways to
make our students’ education better reflect
contemporary concerns and often that
attention is overly focused on technology.
This workshop left me pondering on
something I had long forgotten - the simple
power of puppetry.
At our next ISTA festival, two years
later, the drama department decided to try
something new and build a festival around
a newly written piece by the playwright
Mark Wheeller. Our students performed

www.ista.co.uk

the play and the student ensemble leaders
explored themes that emerged from the
work. I would like to talk about three
moments from that festival.
The first was the warming up sessions
that kicked it all off. This lasted around an
hour and a number of different student
ensemble leaders led different parts of it as
is always the case at these festivals. Some
exercises were based on movement, with
students working sometimes in groups and
sometimes individually. One activity required
stillness, focusing on mindfulness. Others
involved music, singing and movement.
There were well over a hundred students in
the hall but their movement from activity
to activity was seamless and it was this
that struck me. Of course these students
were keen to impress and excited about the
festival so they were not difficult to motivate
but the ISTA artists moved students from
activity to activity with enormous skill. I am
only too aware that adolescents need to be
active but all too often I witness students
sedate for long periods of time. No teachers
are better at moving students from activity
to activity than skilled drama teachers. They
know how to energise groups and give
them autonomy then bring focus back when
needed and these skills are too seldom
shared with other subject specialists who
are in real need of concrete strategies for
managing dynamic classroom environments.
The second episode involved Mark
Wheeller himself, discussing some of the
work he had previously undertaken with his
youth theatre company. He was exploring
a number of situations that had arisen
when his company was staging a play. His
practice was - and is - to allow students to
direct much of the process. In the particular
play under discussion, the students had
to work out how to depict a four hundred
meters race on stage, aware of the need to
create a sense of the physical exhaustion
at the end of the race which was key to the

piece. Clearly running around the stage was
not going to be effective but it took a long
time to come up with a feasible alternative.
In the end the students decided to use
steps to give a sense of the physicality
and movement in the race. I cannot think
of a better example of high level, studentdriven problem solving and one that could
serve as an exemplar for any teacher in any
subject area.
The MYP Coordinator at our school
is also an ISTA artist. At the last festival
he ran a workshop in which students
explored issues of identity through masks.
At the same time, the arts department
in our school developed a unit that also
explored identity and clearly drew some
inspiration from the ISTA experience.
ISTA was impacting on our curriculum. It
is true to say that the drama specialists
are all fans of ISTA and are some of the
best practitioners of inquiry teaching in
the school. Their units are built around big
conceptual questions that explore global
issues. An ongoing dialogue with ISTA
had fed and enriched those units. Strong
drama teaching naturally supports good
inquiry. Drama as a subject, as it is seen
by ISTA, is open to different themes and
approaches, and good drama teachers are
trained to think and teach thematically, and
create interesting exploratory situations for
groups of students. At both a macro and
micro level good drama teaching provides
a toolkit for a truly creative pedagogy.
There is an urgent need to reassess
the place of the arts in schools and the
ability of the arts subjects to inform
practice across disciplines. Students should
have the opportunity to perform their
understandings in different ways through
the use of different media and different
spaces. Students learn in different ways
and have different passions. A creative and
dynamic approach to pedagogy enables
students to find their voice, but many
teachers do not have the toolkit to create
the kind of dynamic classroom befitting an
individualised approach. ISTA is far more
than a drama organisation. It can provide
the kind of toolkit teachers need in the
modern world.
*Editor’s note: at the time of writing this
article Richard Parker was Secondary
Principal at the Victoria Shanghai Academy
in Hong Kong.
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A manifesto

ISTA’s website says that:

By Dinos Aristidou
Drama is live
It brings the world close
Here into the room
Into the here and now
The world
Here
In the now
Not hidden behind a screen
Or projected onto a wall
No
The world is here
In this place
Here in this space
Whether it’s the elephant
In the room
Or the wind outside
A broken chair
Or a broken heart
A half filled glass
Or a full embrace
A dancing shadow
Or a beam of light
It’s here
Present
In this place
In this space
Now
Come and look!
Here
Present
Be present
Drama transports
It brings
The faraway
The world
Into here
Into the now
Here
In front of us
Into this space
Into this moment
The world is here
Drama brings the there to here
The faraway near
But it also moves us
Takes us
Transports us
From here to there
So that we can
See
Feel
Think about
There
Rather than
Here
Drama is wonder
Wondering
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It asks questions
Of us
Here
In this room
In this space
It demands
Scrutiny
Investigation
Exploration
Explanation
Understanding
It asks
Why?
When?
How?
Who?
Where?
With whom?
Why? Why?
Drama is curled snugly
Around a question mark
Recognising that questions
don’t always
Have straightforward answers
That the world
Is a complicated ball of string
That undoing a single knot,
finding a thread, following a
direction
Is a start
Is a beginning
Drama helps us
Make sense
It’s the art
Of making sense
Drama is human
Whatever we do
Examine
Think about
Wherever drama takes us
It always brings us back to this;
What is it to be human?
What makes us human?
How to be human
Why we do what we do
How we connect and
disconnect
How we feel and think and
laugh and cry
Why this happens
And this doesn’t
It’s about me, you, them, us
Drama is together
It teaches us to live together
To work together
To be together

To be kind to each other
Oh we need to be kind
We need to learn kindness
Teach it
Understand why
We need kindness
Why we need to care
Because that’s the only hope
we have
It teaches us hope
It teaches us how to hope
It teaches us how to make
The world we hope for
Happen
Drama is imagination
Imagination builds
It builds worlds
Constructs realities
It gives us the toolsNot hammers and nails
Or bricks and mortar
Not pen and paper
Or needle and thread
No, it gives us
Possibility
Aspiration
The ability
To create
To build
To shape
To see it in our mind
And make it happen
It teaches us action
It gives us the ability
Here
In this space
In this room
Together
To imagine what can never be
To imagine what could be and
isn’t
So that alone and together we can
Create
Mould
Change
Shape new worlds
And fix the old ones
Let’s fix these old ones
Together
Drama is power
Gives us the power
The confidence
The ability
To have a voice
To know ourselves
To know others
To see the world clearly
Through different windows

Through different doors
Through the eyes of others
It gives us the power
To know what to say
And how to say it
So that we are heard
Here
In this space
In this room
Together
Drama gives us not only a voice
But also an ear
The ability to hear
And to speak out
Not only with breath
But also with muscle and heart
To speak, to listen, to see, to
understand
With all of our being
Drama matters
Drama they say
Is all about process
Yes, it’s a process
A process
Of making
And creating
And seeing
And being
But
It’s also a way to process
A way to make sense
To make meaning
To make sense
Of the world
Together
And to share this sense
With each other
Here in this room
And to think about
What we do
And what we will do
And what we need to do
And how we’ll be
And how we need to be
Out there
Outside of this room
Who we will be
And it teaches us
How to take action
Out there
Beyond this room
This space
Out there in the world
How to act
With thought
Understanding
Compassion
Responsibility
How to act

“Young people who can be creative thinkers, risk takers and problem
solvers will do better in today’s world than those who merely
accumulate knowledge. Drama has mattered for thousands of years.
It is a primal need which still fulfils a human need.”

Drama:
a curriculum
essential
By John Somers

Education and personal experience
I agree. Many of my wider primal
needs were well-catered for when I was
in primary school. Living in rural Wales
with no electricity supply, my existence
was embedded in nature, rural work and
exploration. I engaged, often with friends,
in a wide range of play activities where
hessian farm sacks became cloaks and
hollow trees forts. I knew every tree, stream
and fishing place and earned pocket
money by catching rabbits and moles.
When, at eleven, I began grammar school I
entered a world of academic study which
involved subjects which seemed to bear
no relationship to my life outside school
including Latin, trigonometry, French,
clause analysis and the odd Shakespeare
play – never enacted, simply analysed.
Teaching styles were rigid and teacherdominated. My secondary school life was
almost completely out of step with my
general existence. In the evening and on my
way to school I checked my mole-traps and
subsequently cured the skins of the moles
I caught before sending away the pelts to
a company which sent me a postal order in
payment – hurrah!
Liberated by drama
When I became a teacher-education
student I discovered Drama in Education
by chance. Although it was not my main
study, I immediately recognised a way of
learning with which I was familiar – learning
through imagining, doing and reflecting.
www.ista.co.uk

Children in Steward Street School in the 1940s
enjoy the new freedom of drama and movement.

From the age of 19 to my current 75,
it and other forms of drama have been
a constant interest involving challenge,
practice, reflection, intellect and cooperative learning. I have worked in many
forms of drama and continue to do so in
a range of contexts. Drama has enriched
my life in multiple ways and a day has not
begun when I have not been keen to engage
with it. My jobs in education have all been
forms of arts-studio cum laboratory in which
I was to experiment with and develop the
ways in which drama in its many guises
can be employed for the good of the

participants1. I term this form of the art
“applied drama”: “drama which has a job to
do”. In all its applications, the challenge is to
research the context in which work will be
done, decide on the aims which will guide
the activity and then select and develop the
drama techniques and approaches which
will “do the job”. Often an added need is to
evaluate the experience to discover to what
extent the drama’s structure and application
“did the job”.
Paths to learning
I have worked in many countries
by invitation and have seen in many a
similar shift from traditional academic
and teacher-dominated activities to more
liberal forms of educational practice. Active
learning - as opposed to rote learning in
which the student is seen as an empty
vessel which must be filled with facts - is
increasing and this at a time when the
British system is heading in the other
direction – more prescriptive curricula,
narrower teaching and learning styles and
an overwhelming need to score well in
the regular tests, the results of which are
increasingly used to make judgements
about the educational success of schools
and the teachers who work in them.
If those engaged in Drama in Education
and related areas such as children’s
theatre and Theatre in Education are to
argue for drama’s continued inclusion
in – or, in many countries, introduction
to – the school curriculum, they need to
be able and prepared to present credible
evidence and arguments. For this reason I
have developed a multi-slide presentation
called Making the Case for Drama’2. Drama
advocates need to equip themselves with
as much evidence as is possible of drama’s
value if they are to have any chance of
persuading decision-makers that the
activity has a rightful place in our lives. This
123-slide presentation can be adapted to
more exactly fit the international context
in which you work. It is a ready-made
resource which is intentionally pitched

 ecently I created a promenade community production in my parish on real local men
R
who took part in WW1, created and led Interactive Theatre performances on dementia
and devised and led workshops with “at risk” children.
2
See http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/includes/documents/staff_files/somers/making_the_
case.pptx
1
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at “layman” level so that its messages
are readily absorbed by those with little
knowledge of the subject/activity. Each
person who wishes to support or develop
the place of drama and theatre in their
personal context must create events,
public meetings, specialist seminars,
performances, websites, leaflets, booklets
and other devices to argue cogently and
regularly the values and rightful place of
the drama art form.
A curriculum essential
Recently I have seen several
drama events in schools local to me.
Generally they rely on the event itself
to communicate the educational, social,
artistic and other values embedded in such
performances. This is a valid tactic if the
performance radiates verve, originality,
genuine student input, development
and achievement. In my experience, this
generally does not take place when, for
example, a quasi-Hollywood or Broadway
musical forms the bedrock of the
production. Many schools cannot match the
“glitz” of professional, commercial theatre
and if they strive to do that the student
actors can be dwarfed by its achievement.
It is true that, as hardly anyone outside
the drama sphere will have any idea of
what happens in drama lessons, this form
of production acts as a window allowing
glimpses of drama principles. However,
unless it is supplemented by other forms
of knowledge about and experiences of
drama those attending are in danger of
witnessing a very partial representation of
the nature and learning potential of drama.
Artistic exploration and expression
has been a crucial human activity from
the first human rock scratchings and
dance to the most recent work in school
corridors and galleries. Vocal, visual and
physical expression has been employed
for millennia and form a central feature of
all civilisations. It is unthinkable that we
should exclude it from the education of
our students and therefore frustrate their
ability to understand and use it in their lives
– and I mean use and not just appreciate.
The experience and appreciation of a
sense of “playfulness” constitute the life
force we readily recognise in the majority
of people who take a flexible, open and
vital attitude to life. Adequately resourced
and appropriately followed, the expressive
forms which allow us to investigate, capture
and understand the forces and nuances
of human life educate us in multiple ways
which enrich our existence. It is the job
of those who understand and wish to see
the retention and development of these
activities to resist negative change which
will diminish them and to argue cogently
for their inclusion in education systems
in which they currently do not exist. If we
3
4

An effective mask can be very powerful.3

are to meet the needs of all those in our
schools we must provide an arts sphere in
which all young people can become familiar
with their languages of expression and
use without feeling that this is a peripheral
activity of lesser importance than the
subjects traditionally seen as “academic” as
typified by the EBacc structure.
Drama’s public face
The conception of drama which seriously
undermines the case for it appearing in the
school curriculum is the belief amongst
many teachers, parents, children and
those responsible for administering and
controlling education that drama simply
constitutes the study and staging of existing
plays. Creativity may be represented by the
staging of an original student or teacherinspired play but very few educators outside
the drama education field understand the
practice or theory of improvisation and
devising or the developmental purposes
of their use. This benign ignorance is a
serious barrier to the growth and stability of
drama in the curriculum and constitutes a
threat to its continued existence in national
curricula which currently include it. Unless
they have been informed differently, if their
chief perception of drama activity is gleaned
from passing by drama work spaces in
which students may be chanting, singing
and moving erratically it is easy for them
to form the impression that drama lessons
involve children in being “out of control”. It
is therefore beholden on those who teach
drama to ensure that other teachers and
people associated with the school – e.g.
parents - are aware of drama’s learning
theories, lesson approaches and content
and the associated research which proves
the subject’s effectiveness as a learning
medium.
Sharings
Parallel with visual art’s creative stages
– perception of an image, sketching etc - it
is useful to regard the early communication

Mask and photo by Thanos Vovolis “Bacchae”-National Theatre of Iceland, 2006
See, for example: www.creativebloq.com/digital-art/art-on-the-ipad-1232669
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of initial drama meanings as “sharings”.
This describes output which bridges the
gap between improvising/devising and
full performance. It is possible to discover
sophisticated meanings through the use
of drama which cannot be encountered
in any other way. Enlightenment lies in
the “doing”, the feeling at that moment
where people in role sense the effect of
their anger, compassion or impatience.
In visual art the medium used – charcoal,
stencil, silhouette, watercolour, clay - is
the key to achieving insight and learning.
Wisdom gained through the exploration
of parental anger through naturalistic
drama approaches may be enhanced and
deepened through further exploration in
stylised forms: masks, song, mime, sound
effects, poetry and still image creation for
example. Thus a “laboratory approach”
with a sharing of insights between fellow
practitioners is essential if the work is to
enter the feelings and understandings of
the participants.
To enable students to use the range of
drama languages teachers need to ensure
they know them themselves and introduce
them to their charges in a graduated and
adequately resourced manner. It makes
sense to give adequate time to introduce
the skill/technique and to explore its
use by the group. If two parallel classes
are engaging in mask use it can be a
useful climax to bring them together to
share aspects of the outcomes. I use the
term “share” advisedly for, just as visual
artists may share exploratory “sketches”,
dramatists can share the outcomes of their
early experiments with the medium without
labelling it a “performance”.
Various forms of technology have
always been used to extend and enhance
drama. Whilst the human body and
voice remain the premier drama media
contemporary communications technology
has become an integral part of students’
reality in the developed world and this
can be used to advantage in drama. At a
basic level, an iPad gives instant access to
internet resources which can be used to
expand knowledge of a particular topic.
One of great potential use in creating visual
images as elements of a drama creation is
an “art app”4. This allows in-lesson creation
of coloured imagery and its transfer to
projected images through the use of a data
projector front or back-projected onto
a chosen receptor surface. This can be a
wall, backdrop screen or in-scene surfaces
such as the faces of stage blocks. Items
such as poems, imagery (photos, diagrams,
maps, backdrops), factual text and other
ingredients of the drama can be researched
and captured in out-of-school hours for use
in subsequent drama lessons.
Cross-curricular cooperation
The eclectic nature of drama’s content
provides multiple opportunities for crosscurricular study and co-operation. As a

body movement. Try to find professionals
who have empathy with your aims and who
can adapt their art form to demonstrate
how it could dovetail with dramatic activity.

Drama’s content links with other study areas.

result, there are multiple opportunities
for inter-disciplinary cooperation with
colleagues. During my career in secondary
and higher education I and my students
have gained enormously from joint
projects with colleagues in human biology,
psychology, veterinary science, history,
English, nursing and foreign languages. Not
only has this enhanced the learning of the
students involved but it leads to greater
interdisciplinary understanding and opens
the possibility of further cooperation.
Social art form
Although other arts involve certain
levels of cooperative effort, drama normally
requires close inter-personal cooperation
and understanding – emotional, intellectual
and artistic – between participants working
within this wide-ranging medium. This leads
to a range of benefits to those involved
for, as a result of the process of “dramamaking”, crucial social skills are experienced
and developed. Individuals express their
ideas within the group forum and in the
process of advancing drama-making to the
“drama-sharing” stage, emerging meanings
and forms are explored and considered
by the wider group. To ensure a successful
progress through this transition, participants
must perfect certain skills and knowledges.
Many of these involve increasing the range
of approaches to artistic expression and
acquiring the more demanding skills of the
art form. Teachers, youth theatre leaders and
others involved with creating original and
personally rewarding drama/theatre work
need to know how and when to reinforce
existing knowledge and to introduce new
skills or material.
Cooperation with other art forms
If the personal knowledge of the
teacher of drama can be supplemented
by the complementary skills of other
professionals, participants will acquire an
enriched, wider and deeper awareness of
the potential of drama and related areas.
For example an input from a musician can
bring attention to the musical – vocal and
instrumental skills possessed by group
members and their potential in the drama.
As already mooted imagery – still and
moving – can be covered by a visual art
specialist who has abilities in image capture
and projection. A dance specialist could
show how meaning can be encapsulated in
www.ista.co.uk

…. and other disciplines
As a secondary school drama teacher,
one of my most memorable projects
emerged in the early 1970s from crosscurricular work with one year-group on
the subject of the Inca nation. Planning
meetings were held with other subject
teachers to map a plan which satisfied both
the needs of the drama and those of the
other participating disciplines. Even in a
period before school curricula in the United
Kingdom became rigidly prescriptive, it
was important that the related material
taught in other subjects could be justified
in its own right as appropriate to that
discipline. From this emerged a memorable
project called Quipu which focussed on
the Inca nation, its Emperor Atahualpa
and the Incas’ subsequent domination
by Spanish invaders under the command
of Pizarro leading to the garrotting of
Atahualpa in 1533. At the outset of the
project, all contributing staff were aware of
the learning aims of the project and how
it would culminate in performances which
would be the product of that learning.
Under my guidance and that of
other teachers, this accumulated crossdisciplinary knowledge was harnessed in
a student-based devising process which
gave rise to the storyline and the individual
scenes of the production. This was truly
a production created by the year-group
with teacher skill invested in the overall
conception, educational framework and
execution within the necessary curriculum
frameworks. Leafing through the folder
which I still retain I can appreciate the
decided philosophical elements which
informed the project, including:
• the power of interdisciplinarity;
• joined up thinking and learning;
• teacher cooperation and support;
• trust in student creativity;
• belief in the art forms as educative in
their own right;
• social and educational cooperation
as a positive template;
• the accessibility and power of
devising;
• trust in the abilities of the student
participants to reach a rewarding
destination.
The success, in so many ways, of
that project convinced me of the power
of student creativity and its potential to
make high-quality artwork which educates,
stretches and exhilarates. At a time when
many teachers seem to have accepted
their place as transmitters of a Ministry of
Education conceived curriculum and exam
boards as the judges of their success it is
inspiring to remember the freedom in which
I and my colleagues operated at that time.
If teaching is to continue to be regarded

A Spanish priest attempts to convert Atahualpa to
Christianity.

as a key profession and the educational
environment in which teachers and young
people work is one in which young people
can grow and develop as able individuals,
it is an insult for the British Government
to propose that schools who they wish to
“liberate” from local authority control – so
called free schools – can employ teachers
with no professional education whatsoever.
If I presented myself at a hospital with no
medical training and offered to minister to
patients I would be rejected – even locked
up, yet the UK government is willing for
such ignorance to exist in one of the key
professions, education.
I hope that my text displays multiple
instances of why drama is important.
Drama is life for those who are involved
in the use of its range of languages; it has
certainly been a continuous and highly
important thread which has run through
my life since 1959. Just as the biologist’s
microscope reveals the mysteries of
matter too small for perception by the
naked eye, drama activity enables us to
place certain human behaviours under
a “drama laboratory” examination with
the subsequent sharing or performance
being the equivalent of the medical report.
The aim of the medic’s examination is to
reveal the normally unseeable and having
assessed the problem to take appropriate
clinical action. Those involved in drama
likewise, mostly subconsciously, adapt
their attitudes and behaviours to mitigate
the problematic issues which the drama
has revealed. Its outcomes are not as
exactly focussed or predictable in effect
and affect as many medical procedures
but research and my own experience
proves the efficacy of drama in enabling
participants to become more insightful,
compassionate and independent. There is
no more important mission for education
than to ensure that when they leave school
students are balanced, happy and socially
adjusted individuals. The arts, and drama in
particular, can make huge contributions to
achieving this.
As a profession we must continue to
present informed arguments and campaign
for the introduction or where it already
exists the retention of drama in school
curricula.
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Making the
case for
drama
By John Somers

The following text is from a presentation delivered on
23rd November 2012 at the 7th Athens international
conference Theatre/drama & education: bonds of
solidarity organised by the Hellenic Theatre/Drama &
Education Network. If anyone would like to receive and
use the following as a PowerPoint presentation please
contact the Editor.
The educational and artistic argument for
its inclusion, retention and development in
schools with suggested paths of advocacy.
Strengthening drama’s place in education
If drama is to expand in education
systems around the world, and retain its
position in those countries which currently
acknowledge it as part of students’
curriculum entitlement, leading drama
figures have to make the case for drama.
It is also necessary for the classroom
teacher to understand and use the
arguments for drama’s curriculum inclusion.
This is of particular importance in
the United Kingdom where drama needs
to fight for its right to be a vital part of
children’s learning experience.
What is drama?
Drama is a symbolic language with
which we represent the “real” world. Art has
been used for this purpose for thousands
of years. It has also been used in rituals to
influence the real world.
There are many forms and languages of
drama. For example:
• The use of masks
• Music theatre
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• Highly stylised forms such as Kathakali
• Naturalistic “like life” forms
• Puppets
• A particularly clever puppet
• Mime
• Film
• And the drama we make in schools
Drama as “modelling”
Just as the engineer builds a model of
a bridge to test its capabilities when built,
so in drama we model life and examine its
complexities using the dramatic language.
The engineer can change variables –
the side wind strength, the thickness of
steel girders, the weight of vehicles using
the bridge, for example. In drama we can
also alter the model – the father is less
sympathetic, the money stolen is much
greater, the friend’s betrayal more serious.
The drama model is almost always
constructed using the detail of human
circumstance. It cannot work with
generalities but examines issues affecting
specific people at a certain time in
particular circumstances.
A brief history of UK Drama in Education
The individuality of students became

Drama, Steward Street School Birmingham, 1940s

important and the arts were accepted as
important areas of expression and learning.
The influential booklet Story of a School
was published by the Ministry of Education
and distributed to every English and Welsh
school in 1949. It recommended that
creative work should be at the heart of the
curriculum.
People such as Peter Slade (Child
Drama 1955) and Brian Way (Development
Through Drama 1967) developed activities
based not on direct theatre approaches
and scripted plays but built on the central
technique of drama improvisation. The
activity became known as Drama in
Education or Educational Drama.
The term “drama” was used to denote
a different kind of activity from “theatre”.
Drama in education, particularly with young
children, used children’s natural ability
and need to engage in play, especially as
a social activity. The aim was not to make
performances.
Children discover much about their world
and the objects and people in it through
the processes of play. Play is a natural – and
necessary physical and mental activity.
Play/theatre continuum
Many would see Drama in Education
as part of a continuum that runs between
unadulterated children’s play and pure
theatre. The teacher of early years’ children
intervenes in and makes use of those
natural play instincts. A drama teacher
needs to be aware at what point s/he is
working with students at any one time. As
children mature and acquire more drama
skills, they progress towards a conscious
knowledge and use of theatre forms.
In the United Kingdom, drama grew into
all secondary schools and most primary
schools. It has become an examination
subject like most other school studies
and around eighty-four higher education

establishments offer degree studies in drama
or theatre arts post eighteen years of age.
The current situation in Great Britain
In the United Kingdom the current,
right of centre Government has signalled
a “back to basics” policy, laying emphasis
on mathematics, foreign languages, English
and the sciences. It is also reverting to a
traditional, formal examination system.
Drama does not appear in their curriculum
planning and, already, some schools are not
replacing drama teachers who leave.
Action!
It is necessary for all those who are
involved with drama to advocate the need
for drama in the curriculum.
Arguments for drama’s curriculum inclusion
• Research evidence proves its
effectiveness;
• students’ entitlement to access the art
form;
• makes a legitimate contribution to a
rounded education;
• opens up career opportunities;
• ensures cultural enrichment;
• built on creativity, a much-needed
human quality;
• increases confidence in students;
• students become makers of art, not just
receivers/buyers;
• participants may progress to access
theatre heritage;
• drama is a social, negotiated art form
– it nurtures important social and
linguistic skills;
• it has huge interdisciplinarity potential;
• drama graduates acquire skills which
are attractive to a range of employers.
Evidence to support drama’s curriculum
inclusion
There is a great deal of research
evidence to support drama’s inclusion in
education curricula. A particularly useful
one, reflecting research undertaken in
twelve countries, is DICE: ‘Drama improves
Lisbon Key Competences in Education’. It
shows how 22 competences are increased
through drama’s use in schools. Full report
at: http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/llp/projects/
public_parts/documents/comenius/com_
mp_142455_dice.pdf
Summary at: www.dramanetwork.eu/
about_dice.html
UNESCO declaration
“International declarations and
conventions aim at securing for every
child and adult the right to education and
to opportunities that will ensure full and
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harmonious development and participation
in cultural and artistic life. The basic
rationale for making Arts Education an
important and, indeed, compulsory part of
the educational programme in any country
emerges from these rights...
...Culture and the arts are essential
components of a comprehensive education
leading to the full development of the
individual. Therefore, Arts Education is a
universal human right, for all learners.“
UNESCO: ‘The Road Map of Arts
Education’ (2006) p3
www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/
creativity/arts-education/official-texts/
road-map/
What is the main advocacy objective?
To increase the visibility of drama at
all levels and amongst diverse groups
of people. This needs to be done in the
context of widespread ignorance – even
amongst other teachers - of what happens
in drama lessons, what the learning aims
are and of the research results which show
the benefits of drama.
Drama’s standing in schools
There are numerous ways in which
drama can be promoted and its place
strengthened. Here are some:
Who needs to get the drama message?
The students you work with
Students’ interest is a sure indicator of
an activity’s worth. Drama classes usually
attract healthy post-16 numbers in the
United Kingdom. Make sure they are able to
argue drama’s case.
Other teachers
Their support and knowledge of the
educational benefits of drama can be
crucial to its curriculum inclusion.
School management
Headteacher, governors etc… they make
the decisions which can dictate whether
drama is offered and recognised in a school.
Education administrators
They often control the policies and finance
which influence what happens in schools.
Politicians
National and political figures – they
will make the decisions (sadly, often from
a position of ignorance) on drama’s role in
schools. Ensure they are suitably informed.
Contact local politicians – they should be
accessible for lobbying and attendance at
meetings/performances.
Parents
They will be aware of their sons’/
daughters’ involvement in and attitudes

towards drama. They are also voters in
local and national elections. There are lots
of them and their positive attitudes to
drama can be influential. PTFAs are also
becoming more influential. Make sure they
know about your work and the philosophy
which underpins it. They can be key to
maintaining or increasing resources.
The general public
They vote in politicians who espouse
particular educational policies. Their
knowledge or ignorance of drama can be
crucial.
Teacher trainers
They prepare teachers for work
in schools and if they are not aware
of drama’s theory and practice, this
ignorance results in new teachers who lack
knowledge of drama.
The theatre community and the universities
There are thousands of skilled and trained
people in these categories in the United
Kingdom. Make use of their enthusiasm
and skills in your schools. University drama
departments are often looking for schools in
which they can work – running workshops on
masks and mime, for example, or to perform
drama/theatre work they have made. Form
partnerships with them.
How can you shape the message?
Ask for time at key staff and parents’
meetings to explain what activities take
place in drama and the basic theories
which inform them. Before you speak,
be sure of the aesthetic and pedagogic
philosophies which underpin drama.
Your confidence and brio in delivering
the message will be as important as the
message itself. Seek the help of higher
education staff and mount their students’
work on your school.
Information
Set up an effective website or offshoot
of the school’s current website where drama
information and news can be posted. Include
photos, video and the comments of students
– current ones and those who have moved to
the next stage of education or work.
Newsletters
Send home newsletters with students
giving news about drama activities in
school, facilities, the work of current
students, theatre visits and ex-students’
success, for example. Make sure these –
and all other communications – are of high
graphic and content standards.
News outlets
Publish articles in local newspapers and
magazines. If there is something particularly
newsworthy, try for radio and TV coverage.
Provide high quality photographs.
Staff meetings
Ask to speak at your staff meetings and
explain the basic philosophy of drama and
how its learning process differs from but
complements the work of other curriculum
subjects.
Open evenings
Hold drama open evenings which include
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a range of activities shown by students who
also explain what they are doing and why.
VIPs
Organise VIP sessions where important
people who might influence the future
of drama in your school are present. Get
students – past ones too – to present relevant
aspects of drama and present current work
showing a range of student ages, work and
progression. Stress the arguments for drama
and relate this to work illustrated by students.
Get them to speak too.
Special events
Combine with teachers from other
schools and from teacher education,
universities and drama schools to present
a special day of talks, demonstrations and
displays of photos and videos.
Define your audience and adapt the
presentations to suit.
Special guests
Invite special guests to speak about
drama – actors, directors, academics,
ex-students who are working in drama,
film/video makers, prop makers, make-up
artists, mask-makers, puppeteers etc.
Search locally for such people, but
be ambitious too in approaching national
figures. Also, invite those not working in
a drama-related field but who feel drama
helped them as a person. Plan a rolling
programme of such presentations and
advertise them widely.
Improvisation to performance
In addition to any scripted work, make
sure you develop performances which grow
from the normal work in drama lessons.
Show how simple drama exercises can
develop through sustained devising into full
productions made by the students.
A special space for drama
If you don’t already have a suitable
space, try to get a specialist room in which
the drama activities can take place. Over
time equip it with the necessary sound,
lighting and recording/playback and video
equipment.
Seek assistance
Invite parents and others in the
community with suitable skills to help with
drama activities. They could, for example, help
build rostra and staging, raise money to buy
lighting or sound equipment, make blackout
curtains for the drama room or video/take
stills of productions and other work.
Technical aspects of drama
Teach the technical skills too – video
and photographic editing, lighting, sound
etc. Interest parents with these skills. If
necessary, organise fund-raising activities
to buy extra equipment.
Interdisciplinarity
Although drama uses specific
languages, it finds its stories in other areas
of the curriculum. Negotiate cooperation
with other subject teachers.
Build on these links
Cooperate with other, like-minded
teachers to use drama to explore their
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subjects’ stories – for example, animate
scenes from a French graphic novel, or
create aspects of a Tintin story in French.
History
Use incidents from history as a starting
point for drama-making.
Science
Address ethical issues in science – brain
transplants, for example.
Geography
Animate the issues of global warming
and the role of solar energy.
Art
Students could develop monologues
based on research into visual artists
with projections of their pictures and
appropriate live music.
Technology
Stylised representations of
communications by iPhone or information
on an iPad with naturalistic insertions
of real people’s lives. Do this following
explanation of technology from science
teacher or expert parent.
Value added
In addition to working with other
subjects and their subject matter, inform
yourself more widely on how drama
activities can help to deliver numerous
wider curriculum, personal, social,
educational and career objectives. Make
that information known within your school.
Workshops
Run drama workshops for fellow
teachers, parents and other local people.
Base this work on the philosophy which
guides your work with students but work at
an adult level.
Visits
Plan visits to see other forms of drama.
Go to other schools and to universities,
local theatres and important national
theatres, invite (good) touring companies
to perform at your school.
Create a “drama/theatre culture”
which connects with the work you do in
school. Promote your students as “fellow
practitioners” of the drama/theatre artists
whose work you see.
Conferences
Attend and speak at conferences and
seminars. Organise seminars in your school
with guest speakers. Invite other teachers
and senior management from your school
and drama teachers from local schools.
Build a professional and artistic profile
for yourself… and make sure your senior
management know about it!
Co-operation with universities
Work with students and tutors in a
higher education establishment to plan a
“drama experience” which is developed by
HE students and delivered to your school
students.
Take students’ work into the community
Take your students’ work to hospitals,
children’s homes, residential and day care
centres for seniors, youth clubs etc. Make
performances for special days and for

younger students, linked to their curriculum
studies. Make links between secondary and
primary schools.
Stretch the able and interested students
Start a special drama club for students
who are particularly interested in drama.
Plan a residential week in an education or
arts centre and organise a series of drama
activities. Invite guest practitioners to work
with your students.
Exhibitions
Keep a careful record of the activities
you undertake, including documents,
photographs, videos etc. Hold regular
exhibitions in a prominent part of the
school building. Get students to stand by
these and talk about their work
Project a video or PowerPoint of stills of
drama work in large format on an entrance
hall wall, for example, or run a series of
displays on portable exhibition screens. Try
to get these displays into the community –
arts centres, community centres, shops and
libraries, for instance.
Negotiate the use of other display areas
in the school buildings. Use novel ideas
for display – for example, large mobiles of
photos and word images which spring from
particular activities, video screen displays,
live, short performances by students in
areas where people pass by.
Cultural entertainment
Run a fortnightly lunchtime or afterschool, one-hour entertainment. Invite
students, staff, parents and other locals to
contribute arts, literary and other input – for
example, the science teacher who writes
poetry. Include non-arts items - the caretaker
who collects WW2 memorabilia, a dinner
lady who makes tapestry, a groundsman
who collects Elvis records, a parent who is a
skilled photographer or musician.
Evening cabaret
Organise a themed evening cabaret
with acts by students, teachers and
parents. Use the hall or drama studio and
decorate it accordingly. Lay out tables and
chairs in social units and mix staff, parents
and students at tables. Serve simple food
and drinks. Take photos and mount an
exhibition in school.
Aim for variety of content
For instance, a teacher speaking
about and reading a short story she has
written; a local author reading an extract
from her new book; a parent who shows
photographs; a local musician who plays
and sings; a parent who collects old
story annuals; a student who performs a
monologue s/he has developed.
Drama gets you places
For example:
In a Devon secondary school, drama is
an integral part of work-related learning.
“The subject has been delivered in a
way which has promoted work experience
opportunities. Topics which prepare
students to cope independently - such as
debt literacy - are covered and staff ensure
www.ista.co.uk

that students regularly work with people
from a range of occupations including
theatre professionals to ensure they gain a
wide appreciation of different career paths.”
Careers for drama graduates
“Drama graduates end up doing a whole
range of careers in which communication
skills, creativity, performance/presentation
skills, cooperative skills, problem solving and
the integration of practice and theory are
a priority. Many do go into some form of
drama - writing, directing, acting, designing
and technical work in theatre, broadcasting
or film. Many alumni are holding down
prestigious jobs in such contexts. Learned
in their drama degree studies. Others go
into teaching – secondary English and
drama and, of course, primary teaching.
The creative and communication skills they
develop during the BA Drama courses are
at a premium in these jobs. ”
Careers specialist: Drama Department of a
leading UK university.
Employability
A 2009 survey by the University of Kent
showed that 81.4% of UK drama graduates
were in employment with 13.3% in further
study. The significant areas of employment
were: community, social & personal
service; business & research; retail; hotels
& restaurants; education; manufacturing;
public administration; drama–related posts.
www.kent.ac.uk/careers/drama.htm
Six months after graduation, 94.7%
of Exeter University drama graduates
are either in employment or undertaking
further study.
(HESA Performance Indicator sourced from
DLHE survey, 2010/11)
http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/drama/u
dergraduate/careers/
It’s your task
If you do not promote drama then it is
unlikely that anyone else will. You can’t do
everything mentioned here but try to do
some of it.
Some case studies
Baroness Lola Young, OBE
Baroness Young was formerly Head of
Culture at the Greater London Authority
and before that Professor of Cultural
Studies at Middlesex University: she is
currently a visiting professor at Birkbeck
College, University of London, Honorary
Associate Fellow at Warwick University and
a Member of the Court of Governors of the
London School of Economics.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lola_Young,_
Baroness_Young_of_Hornsey
Dr. Wendy Piatt
Director General and CEO of the
Russell Group (a collaboration of twenty
UK universities that together receive
two-thirds of research grant and contract
funding) since 2007. Dr Piatt has an MPhil
in Shakespeare and Renaissance Drama
and a Doctorate in Political Philosophy and
Literature from Oxford University.
http://russellgroup.ac.uk/Dr-Wendy-Piatt
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Lara Newton, The School of Performance
& Cultural Industries University of Leeds
“Theatre and Performance appealed
to me due to the diverse opportunities
promised from the course; with the
opportunity to work with different groups
in the community, develop my personal
performance ability and also analyse
texts and issues surrounding the cultural
industries.”
www.pci.leeds.ac.uk/ug/student-profiles/
lara-newton
“Lara was a personal tutee of mine and
won her graduate placement with multinational company Diageo against very stiff
competition from a field of business students
- she was told that her theatre experience
and collaborative skills demonstrated at
interview and in group work were the critical
factor in her standing out from the crowd
and being offered the post.”
Scott Palmer, Lecturer in Scenography and
Deputy Head of the School of Performance
& Cultural Industries, University of Leeds
Richard Gerver
Richard studied drama at Derby
University, graduating in 1992. He took a
PGCE and became a primary teacher. He
won a 2005 national Teaching Award for
his work as Headteacher of a school cited
by Sir Ken Robinson as “the most creative
in the world”. Leaving teaching in 2007,
he now works as a speaker, author and
broadcaster. His work takes him around
the world and his clients include Microsoft,
Morgan Stanley and Harrods.
Helen Mason, Assistant Principal,
Southampton City College
Helen joined the College as a Director
in 2002. She graduated in drama from
the University of Wales, Bangor and is a
qualified guidance worker and youth worker.
She has successfully completed the Senior
Leadership Development Programme with
the Centre for Excellence in Leadership.
www.linkedin.com/pub/helenmason/31/823/850
“I have found the skills developed in my
degree invaluable in my professional career
in the 14-19 education sector.”
Tim Hubbard
Tim graduated in English and drama
from the University of Hull in 1976. He
is an editor at BBC Radio Cornwall and
presents other programmes on that station.
Alongside his radio work in Cornwall Tim
has contributed to nationally networked
programmes on BBC Radios One, Two,
Four and Five-Live. He is also a part-time
lecturer at University College Falmouth.
www.falmouth.ac.uk/component/
contacts/352/view/writing-multimediabroadcast-journalism-ma-86/timhubbard-16/index.html
Sharon Maguire
Sharon studied English and drama
at the University of Wales Aberystwyth
from 1979–1983. After Aberystwyth, she
did a postgraduate journalism course at
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City University, London and worked as a
researcher then a director on The Media
Show. In 1991, she got a job with the BBC
as producer/director of The Late Show.
She also made several documentaries including Omnibus - before leaving the
Corporation to make advertisements.
Bridget Jones’ Diary (2001) marked
Maguire’s feature directorial debut.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharon_Maguire
Michael Wood
Michael studied drama and theatre
arts at the University of Birmingham from
2002 – 2005. Having worked in a range
of recruitment jobs, since January 2012 he
is now Candidate Recruitment Manager
- London and the South East at Capita
Education Resourcing.
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/
michaelwoodmacwoody83
Ben Stephenson
Ben is responsible for the
commissioning of all drama programmes
on television and online. He studied drama
at Manchester University and joined the
BBC in 2004 as Head of Development,
Independent Drama. Ben subsequently
became Head of Development, Fiction
and was appointed Controller, Drama
Commissioning in September 2008.
www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/
managementstructure/biographies/
stephenson_ben
Mark Swetz
Mark has a BA in Theatre and an MA
in Dance. Until he began his current PhD
studies, he worked as Lead Trainer for Apple
in Europe, the Middle East, India and Africa.
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/swetz
What the arts professionals say…
April De Angelis: playwright
“Collectively we revelled in the power
of unstinted imagination …. Drama at school
was the key that unlocked me with its
premium on curiosity and inventiveness; the
joy of working in groups yet feeling your
individual input was integral …. I wasn’t a
kid who was taken to the theatre, so school
was the place …. Drama creates articulate,
engaged beings who are attuned to their
connection to others – which is why it’s
being suppressed – it’s a political act.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p2
David Pickard: general director,
Glyndebourne
“The arts teach children so much more
than simply drawing, playing an instrument,
singing, dancing or acting. They teach them
to think creatively; to interact effectively;
to express themselves persuasively; and to
believe in themselves. These skills are just as
important in the world of work as the factbased learning proposed by Mr Gove.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p3
Nicholas Serota, director, Tate Gallery
“Culture is not an optional extra. It is just
as much a part of life and education as maths,
English, the sciences, history and a language.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p3

David Hare: playwright
“What do schoolchildren need?
Access to hope. And, most of all, access to
convincing voices of hope. Gove’s central
curriculum is designed to batten down and
to proscribe. It’s profoundly anti-libertarian
both in its programme and in its execution.
The challenge for the rest of us is to make
those voices accessible again, wherever
they are now.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p2
Mark Wallinger, artist
“Art comes not at the expense of an
academic education …. It is education. But
in Goveworld this might be a problem
because it is impossible to measure and
becomes its own reward.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p3
Julian Lloyd Webber, musician
“The arts should not be the preserve
of some privileged elite – all our children
should be enabled to experience them. But
the way the Ebacc is currently framed will
not allow this to happen and it needs to
be changed, otherwise huge numbers of
children will never be given the opportunity
to realise their talents.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p3
Nicholas Hytner, Director of the National
Theatre
“Every child should get the chance
to make art and to see it at the highest
standard …. I was blessed with an array of
inspirational teachers who made theatre
and music central to my life.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p2
Antony Gormley, artist
“Imagination is vital, precious, fundamental
resource that exists in every one of us:
the imagination and the power to make
what has been imagined has to be valued
within our schools or there will be no
future. Please Mr Gove, realise that to be
human is not just a matter of performing to
standards but to be given the power and
the confidence to make what we dream.”
The Guardian Review, 15.12.12, p2
Philip Pullman, author
“We shouldn’t be wondering whether
children need art and music and stories and
poems any more than wondering whether
plants need water.”
www.culturallearningalliance.org.uk/index.
aspx
Nicola Benedetti, violinist
“The arts help young people to express
and understand the core of their being,
which is fundamental to achieving both
success and fulfilment throughout their life.
Creative subjects like art, music, drama and
design should not be seen as second best
or as options for those unable to cope with
‘academic’ subjects but should take their
place alongside them within a broad and
diverse curriculum.”
The Telegraph, 23.12.12
Arlene Phillips, choreographer, theatre
director, and former Strictly Come Dancing
judge.
www.ista.co.uk

“You do not have to look much further
than the Olympics to realise just how central
creativity is to our culture, education and
our economy …. It is staggering that the
current policy should be so mistaken as to
devalue the creative and cultural skills which
underpin such a large part of our economy
and lie at the heart of a good education.”
The Telegraph 23.12.12
Tamara Rojo, artistic director English
National Ballet
“I am more convinced than ever about
the necessity of art. It is who we are. We
describe ourselves by our culture. We
identify with certain paintings, architecture,
music, poems, cinema, theatre, dance.
Without that we’re nothing.”
Observer Magazine, 30.12.12

Dear Sir: We are deeply concerned
about the long-term consequences of
excluding arts and design subjects from the
English Baccalaureate.
A survey commissioned by the
Department for Education itself (shows
that) 27% of the English secondary school
teachers polled said that a subject or
course has been withdrawn from their
school in 2012 as a result of the EBacc
– with creative subjects hardest hit. 23%
report that drama and performing arts
have been withdrawn, 17% are no longer
teaching art, 14% have lost design or design
technology and 11% have lost textiles.
Letter signed by Rectors, Vice
Chancellors and Principals from leading art,
design and performing arts universities in
The Times, 6.12.12
It’s your task
If you do not promote drama then it is
unlikely that anyone else will. You can’t do
everything mentioned here but try to do
some of it. You will also have your own
thoughts which will supplement mine. You
are welcome to adapt this presentation
but I would be grateful if you would
acknowledge the source. The PowerPoint
version is available free at the bottom of
my biog at:
http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/drama/staff/
jsomers/
Good luck! And if I can help in any way,
please ask.
John Somers
J.W.Somers@ex.ac.uk
© John Somers 2013
Important!
I have supplemented my own photographs
and diagrams with some from the internet.
It has been impossible to seek copyright
waiver for all of them. If you own the
copyright of any image and you are not
willing for it to be used in this presentation,
please contact me. There are no commercial
intentions for the presentation. Its aim is
simply to support the case for drama.
John Somers, September 2015
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“Imagination is not only the uniquely human capacity to envision that which
is not, and therefore the fount of all invention and innovation. In its arguably
most transformative and revelatory capacity, it is the power that enables us to
empathise with humans whose experiences we have never shared.”
JK Rowling

Enter drama stage
centre (pursued
by a bear)
By Jane Thompson, Director,
Istanbul International Community School
A few months ago I attended a
leadership conference for international
school directors and board members. I
remember being particularly struck by the
“inspirational quote” used by the facilitator
to open her session:

“Leadership is about
change. It is about taking
people from where they
are now to where they
need to be. The best way
to get people to venture
into unknown terrain is
to make it desirable by
taking them there in
their imagination first.”
Noel M. Tichy,
author and educator
I had never really considered
imagination a priority capacity for a leader
or for an effective team - spending much
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of my time, as it feels, wrestling with goalsetting, creating effective plans, meeting
objectives and generally getting things
done efficiently. The quote inspired me to
reflect upon where and how in school these
days imagination is allowed, or even better,
encouraged to flourish.
Unfortunately education itself has
become very pre-occupied with goalsetting, creating effective plans, meeting
objectives and getting things done
efficiently; creative spaces literally and
metaphorically have been squeezed by
the demands for results, evidence, value
for money. Even subjects such as art,
traditionally associated with creativity,
have been locked down in the name of
accountability with lists and tables of
logical objectives efficiently filling the
spaces that might once have been left to
the imagination.
I was left with two places where
students are encouraged to play and
explore: Early Years, whose constituents
exist primarily in a glorious world of their
own invention, and the drama classroom.
Existing also in its own world, drama in
school is different from other subjects. The
spaces used are free of desks and chairs;
the classes, unlike most others, require
movement and noise, invite and accept
many different voices, have outcomes
that are unpredictable and reliant on the
particular students in the group.
The drama curriculum has escaped the

worst of the fervour to deconstruct and reassemble into measurable objectives - partly,
it must be said, because it is not generally
taken especially seriously. It is often seen as
a “soft” subject, not academically rigorous
and therefore less “useful”. Its place in the
schedule is slowly diminishing, moved to the
realm of the extra-curricular, “nice to have” if
you can afford it.
For many students, however, drama
is a rare place in school where they can
explore themselves and their ideas freely,
where there are few rules and no right
answers, only differing perspectives. It is
here imagination is encouraged; it is in this
type of environment that imagination can
flourish.
Despite the diminishing role of drama
in many schools, international education is
full of drama at the moment - not perhaps
in the pure sense as understood by Scene
readers, however. The educational stage
abounds with lofty monologues about
shifts and paradigms and 21st century
schools; there is much public strutting and
fretting as we wonder in ever more media
how we will meet the unknown needs
of the future - how will we re-envision
education to serve our students?
A call, if ever there was one, for
imagination.
This comes as no real surprise - our
visionaries in education have been saying
for some time that the system needs
to change, that the cells and bells, the

standardisation, the incessant measuring
has to stop. Sir Ken Robinson has inspired
audiences for years with his erudite wit and
insights into the inadequacy of the current
factory model of education and its role in
“killing creativity”. Believing as he does that
“imagination is the source of every form of
human achievement”, he has continually
shared the concern that it “is the one
thing we are systematically jeopardising
in the way we educate our children and
ourselves”.
Despite the apparent agreement
amongst our thought leaders and many of
our teachers the day-to-day experience of
our students has not changed that much.
The system that so effectively established
our industrial model of education has also
been a powerful force to keep it in place.
However, it feels finally that we are on
the cusp of a paradigm shift. The world is
moving on and much more quickly than
the traditional pace of change in education
which, like Shakespeare’s schoolboy,
“creeps like snail unwillingly”. It seems we
are arriving at a rather wonderful place of
convergence where visionaries from the
world stage are beginning to push for the
same things.
Entrepreneurs and innovators are the
new stars of this global stage. Worldchangers, business leaders, politicians
and activists are all calling for creativity,
collaboration and their new hybrid “cocreation.”
A recent issue of Fortune magazine, a
publication offering in-depth analysis of
technology, business and economic trends,
led with an article examining the future
needs of business which included the
results of some research:
“Ask employers which skills they’ll
need most in the next five to ten years, as
the Oxford Economics research firm did,
and the answers that come back do not
include business acumen, analysis or P&L
management - left-brain thinking skills that
computers handle well. Instead, employers’
top priorities include relationship building,
teaming, co-creativity, brainstorming,
cultural sensitivity … - right-brain skills of
social interaction. … That’s why Oracle group
vice president Meg Bear says: ‘Empathy is
the critical 21st century skill’.” The author
of the piece, Geoff Colvin, summarised
thus: “[T]he meaning of great performance
has changed. It used to be that you had
to be good at being machine-like. Now
increasingly you have to be good at being

“Play, passion, purpose:
these are the forces that
drive young innovators.”
Tony Wagner
www.ista.co.uk

“Imagination is more important than knowledge,
for knowledge is limited to all we know and
understand, while imagination embraces the entire
world and all there ever will be to know and
understand.” Albert Einstein
a person. Great performance requires us to
be intensely human beings.”
The evidence is clear that the most
effective teams are those whose members
most strongly possess the most essentially
deeply-human abilities - empathy above all,
social sensitivity, storytelling, collaborating,
solving problems together, building
relationships. This being the case, what
are the implications for education? Tony
Wagner, leading educator at Harvard
University’s Innovation Lab and author
of Creating Innovations is somewhat
pessimistic about the response so far:
“Most policy makers and many school
administrators have absolutely no idea
what kind of instruction is required to
produce students who can think critically
and creatively, communicate effectively and
collaborate.”
So what does a human-centred
curriculum look like? How do you learn
empathy? Can you teach imagination?
What would you do in an innovation class?
We actually know more about this than we
realise. The approach of many international
schools, and most powerfully the
International Baccalaureate programme,
is making bold strides towards the reenvisioning of education as a humancentred process.
To see this in action we can to look to
our outliers: Early Years and drama where
practical approaches such as project- and
play-based learning are the norm.
Project-based learning is a way
of designing learning which seeks to
engage students by making their learning
meaningful and practical, integrating
subjects and disciplines in ways that
make sense, allowing students multiple
ways to connect and accommodating
different levels and outcomes. It is typically
grounded in elements such as:
• role-playing;
• real-world scenarios;
• blended writing genres;
• multiple reading genres;
• authentic assessments;
• authentic audiences;
•	units that require research and
comprehension of multiple subjects;
• student choice;
• collaboration;
•	multiple methods of communication
(writing, speaking, visual presentations,

publishing etc).
Project-based learning is considered
innovative, part of the paradigm shift from
industry to invention. It is an approach that
is daunting to many mainstream teachers
but show this list to a drama teacher and
she will recognise her class, her curriculum
and the process of the play that has just
been performed.
Play-based learning is another
innovative contender for what an
imagination curriculum might look like. We
are a species programmed to play - it is
how we naturally learn. It seems incredible
that play is only really considered seriously
within an Early Years curriculum.
Actually there are places other than
Early Years where play is taken seriously: in
innovative business organisations and - of
course - drama.
Drama is the space left in the
curriculum for play-based learning to
continue, for deeper, more sophisticated
explorations of the feelings and
experiences of others - for the
development of imagination. If play-based
learning is our imagination curriculum then
perhaps drama is the closest thing we
have to an empathy curriculum. Students
learn to use their imaginations to learn to
understand other people’s perspectives,
assuming their characteristics, feelings
and motivations, because, as Atticus Finch
advises Scout in To Kill a Mockingbird:
“You never really understand a person until
you consider things from his point of view
[…] until you climb into his skin and walk
around in it”.
Through drama you can truly become
anyone, from any time, from anywhere.
And so, in this emerging paradigm where
empathy, imagination, playfulness, creativity
and innovation are the new key skills and
humanity the core content, it seems the
scene is set, the lights are up…
…enter drama, stage centre!

“Empathy is the critical
21st century skill.”
Meg Bear, Vice President,
Oracle Group
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Biographies
Luke Abbott
Since 2005, I have modelled Mantle of the
Expert with teachers across the world,
advising and working with the Qattan
Foundation (Palestine) and as director/
teacher for Year 3 teachers at the Amman
Summer Drama School. I am the second
president of the NATD after the death of
Dorothy Heathcote (2011).

Paul Fochtman
I am the Head of School at Frankfurt
International School where I have served since
2010. My career in education began in Guam
and has taken me around the world from
the United States to India and now Europe.
Along with my role as Head of School, I have
also been a classroom teacher, coach and
principal.

Michael Anderson
I am Professor in the Faculty of Education
and Social Work at the University of Sydney.
My research and teaching concentrates on
the role that creativity, the arts (particularly
drama) and play have on learning. This work
has evolved into a programme of research
and publication that engages with arts
classrooms directly.

Alan Hayes
I have been involved in theatre for most of my
life. After obtaining my BFA degree in Acting
and Directing from the University of North
Carolina, I travelled throughout the south
eastern United States, performing in various
regional theatres. I currently teach IB Theatre
and performance classes at the International
School of Brussels.

Dinos Aristidou
I am a playwright, director and education
consultant who specialises in working
with educators, communities and young
people, both in the United Kingdom and
internationally. I have worked for a number of
organisations in the United Kingdom directing
large scale work with young people and
communities. I am a part of the artistic team
and a board member of ISTA.

Tom Kline
I’m 43, from Belfast. I wrote plays at university
to become popular - it didn’t work. Produced
eight original works as a student, won awards
for originality and new writing then became a
teacher. Now I head a school in Shanghai that
hosts the ISTA Performing Arts Academy.

Carl Robinson
I have been hooked doing theatre since I was
eight years old, doing musicals in my local
youth theatre group and at school. After
studying contemporary performance at
university, I went on to make theatre with my
own company. I now teach, perform and eat
chocolate in Brussels, Belgium.

Sally Mackey
I am Professor of Applied Theatre and
Performance at the Royal Central School of
Speech and Drama and have been a ProDean there for ten years. I taught drama in
four schools for some years before moving
to Central and my favourite occupation is
working with students, still.

Kevin Ruth
I am Executive Director of ECIS. In addition
to two decades in education, I have given 16
years of service as a director on non-profit
boards, with four years as a school trustee. A
dual UK/US citizen, I live in London with my
wife and two children who attend and thrive
at an international school.

Jonothan Neelands
I teach Creative Education and Drama and
Theatre Education at the University of
Warwick in the United Kingdom. I am proud
to be patron of ISTA and committed to
supporting ISTA in its work across the globe.

John Somers
I am a drama and theatre maker working in
a variety of contexts including communities,
schools, youth and seniors’ settings. My aim
is to maximise engagement and creativity in
participants, including audiences, through the
use of a palette of drama approaches and
techniques.

Emma Bramley
I am a specialist in Dramatic Inquiry. I
have worked for over seventeen years in
schools across the country developing
creative practice in partnerships with school
communities. I am a lecturer at Liverpool
Institute of Performing Arts and a visiting
lecturer at Chester University.

Anthony Cunningham
I teach high school theatre at the American
School of The Hague. I am actively involved
with ISTA and am proud to have been
associated with the organisation for 18 years. I
live in Amsterdam with my partner, Giel.
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Richard Parker
I have just taken up a new post as the
Principal at ISL Surrey having spent five
years at VSA in Hong Kong. I have worked in
international schools around the world. I am
MYP workshop leader and CIS visitor. Before
moving into administration I taught history,
humanities and Theory of Knowledge.

John Rainer
I am currently Associate Head of the
Department within the Faculty of Education
at Manchester Metropolitan University. Prior
to this, I was a secondary drama teacher, local
authority Advisory Teacher and youth theatre
director. I am a founder member of National
Drama and the co-author of a number of
books on teaching drama.

www.ista.co.uk

Jane Thompson
I am the Director of Istanbul International
Community School and studied English and
Drama at London University and at Central
School of Speech and Drama. I have played
many creative and challenging roles including
teacher, guest house owner and parent, and
have imagined myself into school leadership
positions in Budapest and currently Istanbul.

Danielle Veilleux
I am a drama teacher at heart. I taught at
international schools for ten years before
moving to the International Baccalaureate
office to manage the Arts and Projects
curricula for the IB Middle Years Programme.
Recently I moved department to become the
Curriculum Manager for Strategic Academic
Initiatives. I am a wife and mother of two and
a rather chaotic person.
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